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erntoDucn

The Nati n's 21,4 million farms consume
6.3 billion gallons of gasoline and
diesel fuel/ some 167 billion cubic
feetof natural gas, 1.5 billiOn gal-
londof LP (liquified petrOleum) gas,:
and 32.3 billion kilowatt-hours of
electricity in a typical year.

40

30

While amounting to only 3 percent of
all the energy used In the country,

'sthe energy required to keep our f s
7
0
...,

...,in operation is a vital and iRcre ing- «.
0ly expensive-resource. The cost of 04-. 20

energy has nearly doubled in, the last v

10 years. The largest part ofthe ga
increase has taken place in the last
3 years alone. *

. y
Or'

Farmers are coping with. higheK costs
for energy in the *me way they deal
with other. problems that arise. They
are adjusting operations to get the
last drop of value out of 4 gallon of
fuel, to wring more work af t of a
kilowatt-hour of electricity:

Beyond the need to save money, :farmers
may well ask*why they should be ex.-
pectic' to te more conscientious about
conserving energy; cost-consciousness
is built 'into any successful farm
operation. Apt farmers, ,like the rest
of the Nation, are being forced by
global energy, problems to reassess
their use of fossil,fuels. The entire
Nation is being made increasingly aware

; of the severe limits of what was once'
thought of as a limitless resource.
For all,to prosper, all must conserve,
no matter hpw great the individual
priority nf use.

)
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Figure 1. ENERGY USED IN AGRICULTURE (1974)
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This guidebook contains a wider. spectrum
-of ideas for operators of many sizes
and types of farms, operators whose
conception of energy conservation may
vary.- The ideas range froni greater
attention to daily details to sub-
stantial. added investments in -facilities

. and equipment. Not all the ideas will
yield large Dollar savings. Today,,
energy conservation may seem secondary '-

to other considerations because energy
-costa remain a small fraction of total
costs. Tomorrow, as available quantities
of energy become restricted, producers

V
0.)a..
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will have toradopt energy conservation
measures irrespective pf cost.

'This effort it to help farmers to use
energy resources even more prudently
in the future.
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Table 1--Ener4 used In.U.S, agriculture, by commodity, 1974 1/

Commodity

Inven-

,tori 2/

(head).

Gap-, .

line

(gal)

Diesel

(gal)

Fuel

oil

(gal)

"LP

gas

(gal)

Na'tural

gas

,(ft3)

Elec-

tricity

(kWh)

Invested

energy 3/

(Btu).

Total

energy

(Btu)

Energy

Or head

(Btu)

Thousands

,

ef: ;'.° .

Cows 6 calves' c.44,537 , 314,160 . 175,500 11,317 346 66,096 1,484

Feedlots '23,936 76,675, 86,362 10 1,143
,,

25,585 1,069

,

i 074
2,001 . 37,149 432

'',' togs
79,777 50,188

.., '

Thousands Millions Billions Thousands

Sheep & lamb, 0 714,52 kC . 21802 6,546

kAl

Total meat.,

animals" 3 iih04 :68,931

Other li'vestaik

total live:Itock

;A , /

crOOsi2i 34u,59oti 2,861,276.'2,286,539. 295,112 1,148,657

agricatur ,A, 698, 641''.2,638,955 .303,9291,481,542

18 3,703 255

527,711 348;185 61,505, 10 3,508 132,533 785

D.

289,654' 4,231 8,817 271,380 4,615 6,520 91,758

817,365 ¢ 352;416 8,817 .332,885. 4,625 .10,028 224,291

159,500 22,060 716,452 089,93'0 5,255 6/

164,125 32,088 '716,452\ 2,014,221

Datainclu all energy used direct4,on:the
far; fo'r crop and livestOck production purPose -field operations,

irrigation,. cr drying,: mechanized feeding, space 'heating, farm NUSiness auto' use, etc. Numbers m not add up to

totals du rounding..

2/ Ha ed 'acreage ekcept f,or planted acreage in the following: rice, rye, winter wheat,' sprint heat, oats, 'barley,

cotton, soybeans, peanuts, flaxseed, dry edilile beans,. dry
ediblepeas,, sugar beets,, and sweet potatoes..

, 31° Invested energy includes the lnergy required to 'manufacture.
and pesticides (including carrier solution);

41 Other livestock energy use includes some energy derived from coal.

5/ Thousand acres.

6/ 1,000 Stu per acre.



USING-ENERGY IN LIVESTOCK-PRODUCTION
Nti

Liyestock production activities con-
, sumed about 133 trillion British

thermal units in 1974 - -beef cattle
about 92 trillion, hogs about.37
trillion, and sheep about 4 trillion
British thermal unfts. (One British
thermal unit is thb-heat required, to
raise the temperature of 1 pound of
water from 62°F. to 63°F.) This
energy was.-used chiefly for lighting4,
feed processiug and distributiOn,
providing water, assembly or handling
livestock, space heating, ventilation,
water heating; general farm travel,
and farm automobile use.

Some types of livestock use more energy
for a particular operation than others
(table 2).

The.relative importance of"theclidrious
forms of energy used also varies by '.

kind of.livestock.(table 3). Producers
with stocker, cattle, sheep, and exteri- '

sive-cow7calT enterprised rely heavily
on gasoline for trucks used in feed
distribvtioh and .checking of the
animals. Diesel fuel for tractors is
of moderate importande in Most
operations. leis used chiefly for
feed distribution and general chore
work with the more extensive enter-
prises and for feed processing and
distribution and manure handling.with",
the more intensive-enterprises. Heavy
use is made of electricity and LP or
natural gas only in intensive enter
prises such as hog production and
cattle, feeding,. especially where heat
and ventilation must be supplied.
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Table 2-Percentage of livestock energy use, by operation, 1974 1/

Operation

Beef

cow-calf

operation

4 Beef

stock

operation

Beef

feedlot'

Sheep'

and

lambs

Hogs

farrowed

to finish'

,

Percent

Light 0.53, 0.12 5,46 0.35 ', , 0.91

Feed processing and

distribution 46.00 23,20 39,86, 20,72 11:b9

Waste handling 1.11 1,45 8.97 2,40 7.77

Water supply 1.40 0.34 16.78 0,19 6.61

'Assembly-handling, 1.91 4.69 ... 11.53 0-.03

Space heat 4 0.24 - -- 0.04 .81" 16.19 .

Veneilation 4- - -- - -- ....,.
8.67

Water heating ... ... ... ....
0.05

General farm travel 25:47 45.74 18.89 57.65 30.65

Farm automobiles 13.02 23.38, 9.65 16.35 16.92 ,

Other 9.7'2 1.11 i 0.52 ...
0.94

Total 100.00 100.00 1;,100.00 100.00 -100,00

1/ Percentages based on 011 fuels and electricity converted into Btu equivalents,

10
VI

Hogs

feeder pig

production

,Hogs

feedlot

0.67 0.64

33.18 22,43
'

12.26 . 22;08

6.63 12,10

0.42 0.13

7.88
...

4.88 2.75

0.42 , 0,59

18.93 24.86

10.446 13.73

3.67 , 0.69

100.00 100.00

c





Table. 37-PercOtag6f,itu fro; various eterg sources,

r.

type of livestock enterprise

/, 4

Energy

.1sources

Gasoline

Diesei

12 gas

Natural gas

Electricity
,

Total

Beef

cowscalf

operation

Beef

stock

operation

Beef

feedlot

Sheep,

and,

lobs

Per,cent

Bogs

firrowed

to finish

Hogs

feeder p

production

Hog

fee40

45.0 94.95 31;45 11.61 38.11 41.19

4.31 14,26 24.14 28.20 1,1.01

2.19 0.24
14.81 .6.66

0.04 MSS vow

44.84

. 2.11 0.48 15.25 1.65 18.82 14.48 11.20

1N000 100.00 100;00 100.00 moo
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SAVING ;ENERGY IN'LIVESTOCK OPERATIONS

EpergYsavip#' ideas for typical live-
-stock opergiops are offered in this
iuide,4 Fa* Management specialists
estimate that livestockEproducers"may
save 1010 20 percent of the energy.
Used no by working at energy c'sinser-
vatio

SELECTING AND USING FIELD EQUIPMENT
;

The saving of fuel.begins even before%
ou start your tractor,..Itruck,''Or

Consider the fklowing tips:

le' Check tankl-lines,. fuel:pump,'and
.

Carburetor ferleaks. .

2. Don't let the tank stand empty,
espeoially:in winter; condensation may
form and' the watered gas -may keep 11%
engine from running, roperly.

3. Lock the fuel pump when it is
unattended.

4. Check the.Usage against'the

5. .Don't overfill; leave room for
expansion.

6. Maintain dispensing records by
vehicle and by task performed to help
to identify excessive usage.

7. 'Check storage tank for leaks, check
valve packings, and check for. seepage
at discharge nozzle.

8. Shade or paint the storage tank
white to reduce evaporation.

P

OPERATION

1. Avoid excessive warmups in winter.
Idling can consume 15 to 20 percent of
the fuel used.

2. 'Always turn off the tractor engine
rather than let it idle. If you let
the tractor engine idle for 10 minutes
.a day,"that comes.to 61' hours a year.
Sixty7one hours of idling of a 75-

-'-harsepower diesel tractor will use
about 30 gallons.of fuel.

3. Don't leaVe the choke out.
. .

4. Let' Out the .clutch slowly; quiCk-
starts waste fuel and are hard on
equipment.

5. Run tractors in:the.prdper gear:
'for the load and condition. Improper
shifting and use of the wrong gear can
result in a 5-percent greater fuel, use.

6. Be sure that the thermostat works
properly.



MAINTENANCE

1: Check the ignition. One fouled
spark plug or one !stuck valve lifter
can-cause:a ioss-of 10 to 15 percent
of the fuel used in a vehicle.,

2. Check carburetion,. ?Too rich a
mixture of fuel wastes it, and
lean a mixture prompts fuel- consuming

*corrective measures.

3.- RegUlarly schedule tuneups; a 10-
-percentaavihgs-an fuel usage may be
realized.

4.' Keep the tractor tires and those
on other implementa properly inflated.

5. Lubricate properly. Dry bearings
will-increase fuel consumption and
accelerate wear.

O

PLANNING

If you are planning to purchase a new
tractor or truck, consider the purchase
of,a diesel units Diesel units cap
reduce fuel usage by 25 percent Or more.
If you are planning the purchase of a
new car or pickup, consider radial
tires. They provide 15 to 20 Percent ,
better fuel economy.

Ttactors with all gear power trans-
missions are 25 percent more efficient
on fuel than hydraulic drives even at
te4doed engine speed awl part load as
well as.atfull load according to
University of Nebraska testa.' This
consideration partly offsets the
greater ton /enience of.a hydrostatic
transmission.

Planning and 'sometimes redesign of
facilities can often save fuel. For
example, it saves time to use.fence
line bunks for feeding rather than
haVing bunks in the feedlot. Even
more important, the tractor hauling
the feed wagon will not use as much
power on a good surface as it would
inside the feedlot and-9111 not idle
while gates are opened a d closed.

15



SELECTING-.AND USING FIELD EQUIPMENT

EXAMPLE OF ENEVY SAVINGS THROUGH t,
MAINTAINING PROPER ENGINE TEMPERATURE

Be sure the thermostat is functioning
properly so the engine-warms up quick-.
ly, especially in winter. Fuel con-.
sumption increases by approximately 25
percent when the engine is operating
at 160°F instead of 180°F. 1/

If tie thermOstat on your tractor is
stuck open-duringAhe.winter, your -

.tractor may operate. at 100°F or less
tO matter how long you use it: Assuming
the tractor is used 40 hours during
the .3 -coldest months of the year, you
could save 28 gallons of gasoline by
having a properly functioning thermo-
stat.

Engine Operating Gallons of fuel
temperature OF consumed per hour

100
140
160
180

3.5.

3.2
2.9
2.8

1/ Berge; D. I., "Tips-on tnergy
Savings for Wisconsin Farmers," News-
letter of the Dept. of Agr. Eng.;
Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, Dec.,1973,
p. 3.

$15.40 in 'energy ' by replacing' an
saved in 40-hours inoperative -

thermostat

Calculations _

Faulty-thermostat

.,7 gal/h± x 40 hr = 28 gal
28 gal x $:55/gal ='$15:40 savings-on
energy _

Savings at Various Gasoline Prices

Cents/gal 50c '55c 60c 65c

Annual $14.00 $15.40 $16.80 $18.20.
savings

Nonenergy Costs: Installation of a .

new thermostat could cost $15 to $30.
Thus, costs jubt-about offset the
value of fuel saved. Individually,
use of a proper' thermostat will not
-affect income much if any., In total,
it could mean several million iallons
difference tn fuel use.
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SELECTING AND USING FIELD EQUIPMENT

4 :EXAMPLE OF EN

'MATCHING TRACT

OTSAVINGS4THROGH
ZE TO LOAD

. . AP

$5645 tn.energy 125- horsepower ,

'saved per year by tractor for,100

using a:75-horse- hours

poWir rather than
. .\ .

Using a larger tractor than,necesSary
for.a job wastes fuel. 'It takes more

horsepower. and more fuel-just for the
Larger .tractor fa.move its own weight
-"`over Alao, engines may have-

to be ,operated at "standard ".-speed to

4- generate the:necessary reYolutionlis per,
minute for power take off oper.#iOns
even if the extra power is not needed.

. _That Wastesluel.
-

.

Hupposethat yOuhave a job such*
spreading manure. It takes 100 hours.
a year. _A 75horsepower tractor would

.do the-job, bufyou,use a 125-horse--
pOwerstractor,aVailable from the
complement of'field.;trop machinery.
It will take 24 horsepower-to'roWthe.,
75-horSepowertractor at 6, miles peX.

-hour over a fair surface .the

horsepower tractor will'use hors67-

:.power justtO roll its own'weight10
horsepower: more than the smaller f,rac=.

. tor. Rolling. the extra weight and
operating the bigger'engine will take

1.0 to 15 more gallons:of fuel per,
hour depending upon the'dngine:speeds.
This could mean $50 or more a year.

Calculations
, .

100 hr x average 1.25 gal/hr,= 15 gal Is

25_gal x.45c/gal = $56.25

Savinge at Various-Diesel Fuel Prices

Cents /gal 400 560 550

;Annual $50.00 $56;25 $6'2.50 .$68:75 7"
sayings fr,'

1.

0



SELECTING. AND USINeFIELD EQUIPMENT

EXAMPLE OF ENERGY SAVINGS THROUGH
CHOICE OF TRACTOR tuns

'Eiiery farther and rancher should be .
fatiliar with the efficiericy of diesel
And gasoline tractor fuels. Most
tractdts now manufactured even many.
p'fr,the ,-smaller-iiied units; use diesel

el,' but a rather wide selection of
doline-powered tractors Are availaile. 4

$605.00 in energy
saved pet year
using .a 75-horse-
power _diesel versus__

75-,horsepower
4ssdline tractor,
operating 500 hours
at '50-horsepower
output .

CalculationS
.

'' 75-hp gasoline tractor`:. A
output at full'engine speed,

.45001.hr x 5.35 gal/hr =-2;6-75 'gal of
gasoline

A rule of thumb is that giiien the
hors power (hp). and running v-ime,.a,
diedel tractor will, use 0.7 4s many
gallons of ,fuel as a gasoline tractor...
Not only are there differences irk fuel
requirements-1pr a given powercutput,
but ;there are 'also differences in the
cost: and relative availability of the
tages'point towar the.diesel-powe
different kinds of fuels. ,

g, 7
tractors. L

You mai-Nhaile .s.mikture of tractors
With respect .to kind of fuel. It may
be more economical t6 continue using;
your present tractors foi awhile,, but,.
when it is time to trade fob newer
"machines, you.should. give strong
cogsideration fo moving toward diesel.

-

tor all tractors.
.

75-hp tVactor: Average oCe hp
output at :lull ensine speed * .500 hr x 3.85 gal/hr = 1,925 ga/.of

Fuels Costs at Various' Prices per :Vilstion

Diesel fuel

Cents/gal ; 40c 45c 50c 55C.., .

!Fuel cost for $770 $866.25 $962.50 $1,058.75.
500 hours y: ; O . 11 (1 i9 25' gal)'.

.°

A asolitve.

,.Cents /gal .50c 55c 60c 65c
,Fuel c5cIst

$1-73075-; far 50o .
\hours !,

(2,675 gal)
A 75-horseplwer diesel tractor which
is used 500 hours a year arid, °periled
it' an average output of 50 horsepower;
will'use about 1,9,g5 galloneof 'diesel I-fuel per year. The same size gasoline :
,tractor operating under 'the same.'
conditions -will use about.? .2,675 Gallons
of fuel annuilli. The difference in

tal fttel cost on an annual basis an
..1) subsOatial depending upon the tice..I o gasoline and- diesel fuel. If Ow
n w pay 4.5,:cerkts ,a gallon for dies 1

(fuel,- and 55 cents for 'gasoline`, A
year y fuel bill- would be .i866 for
dies 1 or $1,471 for. gasoline:

-17\,

Nonenergy Costs: Manufacturers do -not
offer many net gasoline tractors. Most
are d_iesel',4- Where 'both ate Ircit,I.1able `
in a given size, the 'diesel unit will
usualely be higher priced.., You will

-haye toN:figure whether the 'fuel' /
.'economies oftthe diesel' tractor offset
its higher annual overhead cost. The
gasoline tractor will onlyhe the least
costly if Yt is used litt0.

,



SEI,ECTING.AND USING FIELD EQUIPMENT _

EXAMPLE OF ENERGY' SAVINGS MAUCH'
BETTER liANAGEMENT OF.FAReGATE'3,,

N.

$8..10 in energy saved per year-
for the enterprise

On the average, a properly operating
gate lakes at least a minut OrZtime-

'one to go through it with a( r4or. f'
One must s!?top4-Iggt, off the t actor,
walk to they gat unlatch i ushit
openlneturn to 'the, tracto": et ...on

olf
gate,
to the

it, drive thrOugh /44- gate4,
the tractor, w k f ck to he
6lose and late 1 a'6k1- i )4,, t
tractor .and 32 i ..e')

3

f 74ef

1g401

Ifba farme
one ;gat'

rns through
111 cost .him
ours- that the
unning.

Sup '1,rodircer uses two
FOP' ting gates and one poor
gate4ac )"?' throughout, a year. The
poor. gk:. 11 take 24 hours; the two

will take another- 24 ihours.
448 hours. ,total or more than

thV.,
/

,In`a- regular workweek. The74 'go ,fir, engine is running all this
tme7';at'idling speed, perhaps a. little
faster Fuel, consumption for an

a'v'erage 75-horsepower diesel tractor
rill be at least 0.5 gallons per hour .
or :24. gallong of fuel per year spent
jut in opening the gate:

Calcur bons

P,resen routine: ,,Tx:zo. good gates and
one. IYOOriate through snd" beak daily

minute per'opening for goo gates;
ji 2 Miliuteg, for .isthe _poor gate.

" 4' *rips' thrAugh` per day -,2c .1 minute per
x 1,460 minutes

!? / 4.
minutea-+ 60-minutes per hour =
624.3 'hos 1nrIt'gobd gates

,2 trips through. er day x 2 minutes
.yer7tFip x 365' 'id s = 1,460 minutes

.

-6.

1,460 minutes + 60 'minutes per hour
. -.:24..3:hours.Pon poor gate, ;

I.

'Time per year going -through gates =
48'6' Hours

..
48.6 hours per year; x 0.5 gallon per
hour = 2t gallona4a year

,Improved routine:: AdjuatItravel route
and .facilities to eliminate One eate,
replace one gate with a .stock-guard
crossing, and -put one remaining gate ,
in working order. One gate left to go
through and back daily at-1 minute per
opening:

2.trips per day x' 1 minute, per trip: x
365 days = 730 minutes

730 minutes i 60 minutes per hour ='
12..2 hours

'12.2 hours per year x 0.5 gallons per
hOur = 6 gallons a year

18 gallons saved plus nearly a week of
labor time.

Dollars Saved at Various Pricee
Diesel Fuel.

Cents/gal 40e 45e 50e i 55e

Annual $7.20 $8.10 $9.00 $9.90
savings

Nonenergy Costs: The producer may
have to add a regular gate at the
stock-guard crossing.

19



.SAVINGENERGY INTLIVESTOCK OPERATIONS

GRINDING AND PREPARING FEED

:Processinggrain by grinding,
flaking,. and, cooking and .Mixing feed'

ingredients into a complete ration is .

'basic to livestOck-prOductiOn It
'eti*ea:"Substential amounts of

:electrical:energy.: To conserve bete,
select the Method of procelb*ng
carefully. Perhaps free choice feeding

most economical.

Y.

Operation

Follow the manufacturers' operating
recommendatiois on grinders, mixers;
and other feeding equipment. Make sure
the motor is securely mounted when
using electrically powered equipment.
Poor mounting can excessive

,

bearing wear
,

u
and loss of power.

.TbealotOr pulley, and equipment' pulley

oast.be correctly aligned On belt- driven
equipment to avoid excess wear of belt
and beatingS. Proper belt tension is
eSsea#41.on belt; driven equipment.
Theibelt;:shOuld be. "snug" in the
grooves, but notrtaut."

Maintenance
U

,`P

Grinders and mixers Should be kept
lubricated and the bearings checked
for wear. Dry and worn bearings and
dull hammers on hammer mills.will
cause operatinwinefficiencies and
Imam pore energy.

,Mlectric motors require little main-
tenaa*, but a few things should be

-done at least once a year.

1. `Clean motor to ensure proper cooling.
.

2. Check bearings for ,Excessive
side7 Or, end7playmay cause excessive

. current - usage.

-3. DO not overlubricate bearings.
Too much oil is just as. bad, as. too
little.-

4.. Clean starting-switch
brushes. Use a very fine
not emery cloth.

5. Check to be sure the motor` shaft
runs. freely. A tight or misaligned
bearing will cause the motor to over-
teat and waste energy.

6. Check belt pulleys to,be sure
they are secure on their shafts.

7. Check belt tension
'badly worn belts.

contacts,Or
sand paper,

Planning

'Eximinewhether grinding or another

4
method of processing feed is best.
.Research suggests that dry shelled corn
is just 'as efficient a'feed for beef
cattle as ground shelled corn. Also
commercial supplement for hogs .can be
purchased "that can,be fed free: choice
to suppleMent shelled corn.

and replace

f

that

If one plans to, use large electric
motors, .he might consider three-phase
motors. These are more economical but
require three-pbaSe. electrical service.

When exPanding or Purchasing new equip
ment, a farmer should talk.to his power
supplier about how to obtain. three-
phase current for.part of the farm's
operation.

All costs, including the amount of
energy required to run a pieCe of
equipment, should figure into your
purchasing decision.
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Table4--KiloWatts.used per hour of operation by electric motors of.yarious

sizes for single"and.three-phase electric serv,e'l/ 2/
.

Horsepowerrating
of

electric motor

Kilowatts.required per hour of use

Single-phase
Service

1/4

:113
1/2

3/4
1

1-1/2'
.2
3

5

7-1/2
10
40

. 667

. 328

1.127
1.587
1.840
2.300
2.720,
3.909
6.440

11.500

Three-phade
:'service 3/,

.762.
1.067
1.334
1.905
2.476

3.531
5.715
8.376

10.290
39.640

1/.AdaptedfrOm Farrall,_Arthur W., Engineering for Dairy and Food Products,

-Kfeiger Publishing Co.,' Inc., Huntington, N.Y., 1973.;:- p. 53. Theoretically, the

kilowettsrequired_per hoUr of use should be less than shown -- approximately 1 h.p

Per kWh for most sizes. ..When the loads are uniformly applied to motors close to

the optium load fat which the motor was designed, better efficiency:can be ex-:

pected than is .shown in this table. ,' .
.,.

2/ For. motors with normaltorque and.speed characteristics. These are full.

load rating that ignores the poWer factor; (which lowers ttie kilowatts require46i,

per of use). plus startup current demand andipther factors_WhichilcreaselfF

the kilowatts,demanded. Motors built fOr especially low speeds or high.torque

May require more current.. If a Specific motor is of concern, check thdname-

plate data. .

,,
-:

3/.Where three-phase service is available.



WINDING AND PREPARING PEER

EXAMPLE OF ENERGY ,,SAVINGS BY NOT
PROCESSING. FORISEEFCATTLE
FUMING

$43.28 to $156-.24-
An:energy saved per
year by feeding

Recent. research shows that grinding
dry shelled corn (ides not increase its
efficieney as a cattle feed over'whole
grain.

If you do grind corn for cattle, you
can use one of two types of
hainer or, roller: Roller mills-cost
More but they,produce less fines,. an
incentive to producers to.buy them,
Roller mills also requireAleas energy;
than hammer mills.

The energy required per ton pf feed
ground varieswith.the screen size;
.moieture.content of.the-grain; and
. type of grain processed. Although
corn doei not have to be, ground for
feeding beafoattle, grinding corn is
used here.to demolistrate power dif-:-
ferences between a tractor-powered.
hammer electric hammer mill,
and an electric roller mill.

Grinding dry shelled.corn at a high
rate with a tractor-powered hammer
mill requires a large tractor and lots
of fuel. CoarsegrindiAg of. 20,000
hushels of corn a year, which is
about the requirement of 350 steer
calves fed to slaughter-weight, re-
quires about 350 gallons of diesel fue
Grinding the cc:mu so it would pass
through a fine screen would take twice
the time and fuel.

An electric- powered hammer mill equip-
,ped with a.5-horsepower motor.. requires
1.75 horsepower hours per ton of corn
Rrocessed; To grind the 20,000 bushels
Of'corn would require 2,705 kWh of
electricity per year. A roller mill
with a 5-horsepower motor requires. 1.5
horsepower hours per ton of corn pro-
cessed. This roller mill would require-
1,082 kWh of electricity per year to
process the corn for 350 steer caives.

26,60- bu of
whole rather than
ground 'shelled corn
to beef cattle

It id-best:not to generalize iron; a
specific recommendation because corn
has characteristics that differ from
other 'grains such.as milo in feeding
and storiAig. Flinty grain such as
milo should be rolled:or groundbefore
feeding. Also,. the need for processing_
of grains differs from one type of
livestockto another:

Calculations

Tractor-powered grinder:

'20,000:W:of corA.X 5 bAlti +
lb/ton = 560 tons o corn

Coarse grinding'requires 9 hp per ton.
40

10 tons/hr x 9 hp /torn = 90 hp/hr

90 hp at standard engine speed from a'
100-hp diesel: tractors =uses 6.2 gal/hr

560 tons of corn 41- 10tons of corn
ground per hour x 6.2,gal/hr = 347:2
gal of diesel fuel

Electric po4red hammer mill:

560 tons of;corn x 3.75 hp hr/ton of
corn x 1.288 kWh/hp,.. 2,704.8 kWh

Electric powered roller mill:

560 tons of corn x 1.5 hp hr/ton of
corn x 1.288 kWh/hp .5 1,081.9 kWh

(continued:on page
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r Costs atNarious rriceS.for
MieSel:FueLandElectriCitY -

)

Diesel'TraCtor Mill

Cents/gal, 40cY 45c 50c

Annual '4138.884156.24 $173.60 190..96

sayings : ---

Electric Hammer 141

&nts/kWh, -5

Annual 44.14 $108.19$135:24 $162:29

'Electric Roller Mill

Cents/kWh 3O 4O 5O 6O
0

Annual $32.46 $43.20 $54.10 $64.91

savings

:Nonenetgy Costs: Not grinding shelled,
Corn should save an additional $300-
4500 in repairs and labor cost;
another $300 -$600. in overhead costsif
you dO.not have a. mill and do not buy

one.

4.



GRINDING AND. PREPARING FEED

.

'EXAMPLE OF ENERGY SAVINGS THROUGH
FEEDING HOGS FRE&CHOICE

The' qUestion of whether togrind corn
and prepare a complete ground and
mixed ration for h6is-cannot.be answered
with-a simple yes or no. There are
places both for complete ground and
mixed rations, and fora corn- and
supplement-fed free choice with no
processing..

1

Producers with the larger hog enter-
priies often find a cost advantage in
using corn and soybean meal plus extra
ingredients to make a fully balanced
swine feed. When soybean meal' ts used
as a part of the ration, it is neces-
sary to grind the\grain and mix all
ingredients together. Soybean meal is

'very palatable to hogs, ,and they will
consume far too much of it-if allowed
to do so on a free choicg.basis.

Many' hog producers, partidularly those
with the small-to- medium - sized- enter-

prises, use commercially prepared
supplements to add to grain. Grains
and commercial supplements are often
ground and mixed into complete rations.
-Stole grain and comercial supplement
alsd' may gh fed separately on a free

.

choice basis. Commercially prepared
supplements are formulated' so that .

hogs will eat only what they need.
When using commercial supplementri, look

glosely,at the cost of grinding and
Mixing ivrsus'any benefits gained from
-this operation. ,Complete rations may
improve efficiency, but free choice
feeding may equal the, performance of
complete ground-and mixed rations.

A 100-litter farrow-to-finish hog
enterprise will require about 347 tons
of feed, 10,000 bushelstof corn (280

tons) and 67 tons of supplement.
'MWdihm-fine grinding and mixing of
these feedstuffs with a tractor-powered
mobile grinder-mixer will require

$98:04. to $129.20
An energy saved per
year by feeding
free choice instead

of ground- and
mixed rations to
100 littercof_
hogs

abaut 12 hOrsePower pert*--48 horse
power. for4.47_ton per hour output. A'

50-horsepower diesel tractor will. take
87 bouti to do the jokand-use 3.3
gallons id.fuel per' hour. Free choice
feeding would save 287 gallons of diesel
fuel a year.

If you decide to grind and mix, consider
one of the small electrically powered
feed Mills instead of a tractor-
poweied mill. A 5-horsepowei electric
feed mill will grind and mix about
1,000 pounds of feed per hour.' Pro-
tessing a ton of ration requires
six_horsepower hours or 2,082 horse= °
poker hours for 347 tons. This is the
equivalent of 2,713 kWh of electriAty
if you are on single-phase service.
Electricity may be less costly than

fuel.dependingupon your cost.

Calculations

Feed required:, 10,000 bu corn
supplement
total rations

=4280 tons
= 67 tons
= 347 tons

Tractor grinder mixer: 12 hp/ton

4 tons/hr x 12 hp = 48 hp

50-hp tractor working at 48 hp burns
3.3 gal of diesel fuel per. hour.

347 tons ,1 4 tonsthr x 3.3 gal =
287.1 gal of dies fuel

Electric mill (3 hi): 1,000 lb/hrr or
6 hp.hr/ton

6 hp hr x 347 tons = 2,082,hp hours

'With single phase power:: 2,082.hp he
x 1.303 kWh/hp hr =2,7l3 kWh

With three phase power: 2,082 hp hr
x' 1.177 ,kWh /hp -hi = 2,451 kWh

(continUed on page,18)
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Vollaf.Costivat Various Prices, for
Diesel Fuel an&Electricity

Diesel:Tractorliikl,

Cents /gal 40 . %.45C 50 55c

Animal. $114.84 $129.20 $143.554157.91
savings

Single-Phase Electric Mill

Cents/kWh 3C 4C 5c 6c

,Annual $81.39 $108.52 $135.65 $162.78
savings

4

:Thret-PhaseIleCtric Mill

Cetts/kWH IC 4c 5c 6c

Annual $73.53.$98.04 $122.55 $147.06
Savings

'14onenergy Coststeeding ftee chOice
instead of grinding and mixing should
eliminate $200 to $300 in repairs and
labor costs; another $300 to $600 in
overhead costs farMer buys a new
mill: Examine gains in f9ed efficiency
6f processed ration to bee if cost
is justified..- :



GRINDING AND PREIPAREIIG FEED

EXAMPLE OF. ENERGY SAVINGS BY FEEDING
FREE CHOICE CORN AND PROTEIN-SUPPLEMENT
VERSUS CUSTOM GROUND AND MIXED HOG FEED'

Mhny farmers buy 40-50 pound feeder pigs
in the fall and winter after corn har-
vest time and feed them out to market
weight. Same, especially those who
feed only a few hundred hogs annually,
haul their corn to commercial feed
mills regularly to have it ground and
mixed with protein supplement before
feeding.

4

A farmer who feeds two successive lots
of 150 pigs and who hauls feed 25 miles
round trip for'processing could save
800 miles of truck travel and 40 hours
of driving time by feeding grain and
supplement free choice. This amounts
to saving $80 to $100 in gasoline cost
alone. In addition, energy required
by the commercial feed. mill to grind
and mix the feed would be 'saved. Con-
sideration also should be given to
improvement in feed efficiency from a
complete processed ration. Differences
in feed efficiency are not measured in
this example.

$88 in energy
savings in gas-
oline per

Calculations ,

year in fattening
300 feeder pigs

Each lot of 150 pigs eats an average
of about 2.5 tons of feed per week for
16 weeks.

'1 trip with a 2 -ton truck to feed mill
per week x'32 weeks per year x 25
miles per trip = 800 miles

800 miles at 5 miles per gal =.160 gal
of gasoline.

Savings at Various Gasoline Prices

Cents/gal 50c 55e 60c 65C

Annual $80 $88 $96 $104
savings

Nonenergy Costs: Eliminate the trips
to. the feed mill and get rid of 6 to
7 cents per mph in nonfuel operating
costs. Reduce wear on the truck.
Avoid a custom processing charge .($5
per ton). Free 80-100 hours a year
spent at the mill or enroute.. A
farmer may find he can operate with a
small truck instead of a large one.
'Differences.in feed efficiency and
protein costs, if any, will have to
be weighed along.with these costs.
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SAVINGENERGYINLIVESTOCICOPERATIONS

MANAGING RANGE. AND HERD

Most cattle are grazed year toun&on-
pasture, range, or crop residues.

Cow-calf operators often use a pickup

truck for' supplemental feeding and .

checking on the herd. Regular tuneups

_help save fuel. Keeping the carburetor
in proper adjustment also helps save

fuel:

It costs about $55 a-year for eery
_1,000 miles the farmer drives the.
pickup truck. This assumes 10 miles
per gallon and gas at 55 cents per
gallon.

. 7
Ranchers need to haul_ hay long_distancee
especially in the West . SOme-ha4e- A

extended the beds of their farm Trucks__.

and added a section:over the cab to
increagevbale-capacity. YFuel.use -

increase per load, bUt fuel and other

costs pet bale are reduced.
;1(



MANAGING RANGE AND HERD

. EXAMRLE OF ENERGY SAVINGS THROUGH
CHANGING SUPPLEMENTAL_ FEEDING OF BEEF
COWS

.14134"of'the fossil fuel used-in beef
oaftle production is used in getting
suppleMental feed to cattle on the
range. --

:.Tojeave fuel, operators may limit range
feeding to every other.day, using salt

.sto limit consumption of concentrates....

or.usidg suppleMents designed for free .7
chOice feeding. If self-limiting dry
concentrates are fe'd, the operators

Afould'have:to invest in self- feeders,
but the savings in fuel and labor

.

would eventually offset this.

As as examOle-,-a.,300--tow beef cattle

(:)nerator'.7'.in-theYSIOuthwest High Plains

of TeX/is:may:feed 1.56 crounds of 41
percent cottonseed cake per mature
animal.*Ch:daYfOr.120 days this
winter.Thisrequites "about 274 hours
of pickup use'. :Since a3/4-ton pickup'
can carrfthe.'1,12(kpoUnds, of feed every
other,: day almoSt'as'.:eaSily as the 560 .7

::,pounds eizeri:daythe , potential'foi
savings; in fuel is,considerable.

Adding One=half pound of salt for each
pound:*-mealresUlts in the pickup
heing.soMethingiesd than,halflOaded.
Jf-theranciier changes his self".feeders
sO*thitt"the feeders.Will hold a full
pickOp load, hecan reduce his feeding'
trips from 120' to 50.

1(1,57ion truck equipped with a tank
.:.could dispense enough liquid feed in
four7tripe to supply the supplemental
feed:requirements of the breeding her(L.
fOr'l:Month, 'rather than making:atrip

-0'Ut to feed every day:" Each rancher
'must figure Whether, the differences in
the cost of these feedstuffs will be .

offset by his fuel savings.

$170.50 to $293.92 year per 300-cow
in 'energy saved per beef cattle herd

alculations

Feed concentrates every day for 3
'-months: 2.28 hours per day x 120 days
x 2:5 gal perhour =.685 gal

Feed every other day:
2.5 hours per day x 60 days x 2.5 gal
per hour,= 375 gal

.Gasoline saved: 685 gal -375 gal:=
310 gal

.Load self-feeders as required: 2.28
hours per load x 50 loads x 2.5 gal
per hour = 285 gal'

'

Gasoline saved: ,685.gal - 285 gal =
gal!'

Feed liquid feed for 3 months:
5.02 hours per day x 12 days x.2.5 gal
Per hour = 150.6 gal
Gasoline-saved :.i, 685 gal - 157:6.gal =
"534,4gal_

basoliiavings at Various Prices

Regular Bulk Delivery

-Cents/gal 50C 55c 60c. 65c

Annual $155.00 $170.50 $186.00 $201.50
savings
(feeding every
other day)

Annual, $200.00 $220.00.$240.00 $260.00
savings
(using self
feeders)

Annual $267.20 $293:92 $320.64 $347.36
savings
(using liquid
supplement)
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MANAGING RANGE AND REIA17

EXAMPLE,OF ENERGY SAVINGS FROM TWO
GRAZING SYSTEMS

Yearlong grazing of livestock herds on
the range is a common practice in the
SouthwestRange can. be improved.by
deferring use of particular pastures
.during the growing seasons.. An addi-
.tional benefit is savings in laAr and
pickup operating expenses associated .

With.00plemental feeding. While a
'reducttbn in liveinock numbers may be
required at the outset to avoid over-
grazing, stocking rates can be increased
over time as. range condition improves.

over the original grazinksystem.

Let's examine two types of deferred
grazing,to show the fuel savings. The.

first id, a four7Pasture'deferred-
rotation grazing system, and the seciond
is the one - herd, high intensity,.low
frequency (HILF) grazing system.

A 300-cow beef cattle herd in the
Southwest HigILPlains- of Texas encom-
passes 8,928aCres. Pastures are ,

suffiCient in.number and size. to allow
at least three dispersed sets of four-

deferred - rotation grazing
Systeme. By Concentrating the breeding
.lierdintothree paetuies- for shorter
periods rather than in all pastures
yearlong, pickup :use In supplemental
feeding, and livestoCk supervision and
,handling-tan'be reduced considerably.

By opening adjoining pasture gates,
the ranch canbe combined into a 6-

operation for HILF grazing.
The entire beefcow herd can be grazed
in eich.pasturelor.4 weeks before
moving them to the next pasture, thus

periods.of deferment.. This
nffett an Oportunity.to feed Cattle
'.Milpplementally during the winter and
to overeeethem in one pasture at a
time. Pickup fuel used in diqtributing
.-feed and in supervising and handling -
cattle can be 'reduced significantly.

22

$245.00 to $493.35 year per 300-cow

in energy saved per beef cattle herd

Calculations

Herd dispersed over entire ranch:

Feeding: 2.28 hours per day x.120 days
x 2.5 gal per hour = 685 gal of gaso-
line

Supervision and handling: 1.22 hours
per day x 365 days 'x 2.5 gal per hour
1,112 'gal of gasoline

Total gal of gasoline: 685 gak-1- 1,112

gal = 1,797 gal

Four-pasture deferred-rotation grazing
system:

Feeding: 1.71 hours per day x 120
days 'x 2.5 gal of gasoline per hour =
512,gal of gasoline

Supervision and handling: .92 hours

per day x 365 days x'2.5 gal per
hour = 840 gal of gasoline

Total gal of gasoline:
gal = 1,352

Gasoline saved: 1;797 -

HILF grazing aystem:

Feeding: 1.14 hours per
x 2.5 gal per hour = 342
line

512. gal + .840

1,352 =.-445 gal.

day-x 120 days
gal of gaso-

Supervision and handling: .61 hours
per day x 365 days x 2.5 gal per hour =,
558 gal of gasoline

Total gal of gasoiine, 342 gal 4- 558

gal = 900 gal of gasoline

Gasoline saved: 1,797 gal - 900 gal =
897 gal

(continued on page 23)



Gasoline Savings at Various Prices

Regular Bulk Delivery'

Cents/gal 500 550 600 65C

Four-Pasture Delerred Rotation
Grazing System

Annual $222.50 $244.75 $267.00 $289.25
savings

RILF Grazing System

Annual $448.50 $493.35 $538.26 $583.05
savings

Nonenergy'Costs: fencing is already
adequate, fuel savings are a net gain.
In addition, tho'four-pasture system
eaves U24 in.truck repairs and lubri-
cation plus4400 in labor at $2.25 per
bour. RILF saves $250 in truck costs;
$809-in labor at $2.25 an hour.

-
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MANAGING RANGE AND BEND

EXAMPLE OF ENERGY SAVINGS BY CHANGI G- $1,357.06 in energy per 300-cow beef

TO .A LOW-VOLUMEAPPLICATION OF saved per year cattle herd

HERBICIDES TO CONTROL BRUSH ti

Brush and other noxious plants compete
for water, soil nutrients, light, and
-space with range end pasture.forage
Plants, Heavy infestations of 'brush,
such as.mesquite, white brush, and
scrub oak have reduced range-carrying
capacities to the point that ranch
operators must.control brush or reduce
stocking rates. Aerial applications
of-herbicides are used. The material
usually is mixed with diesel oil or
diesel oil-and other carriers such as
water. This pratice of using carriers
extends the herbiCide more uniformly
over 'the treatment area and facilitates
adherence'of the herbicide to plant
leaves for increased effectiveness.

A 300-cow beef cattle ranch in Southwest
Texas_has a mesquite infestation. Part

of the ranch is sprayed each year.
Deferment of graiing usually follows
brush control treatment, so one'pasture
may be treated and rested before another

one is treated. The rancher would
spray 744 acres, one of his 12 pastures,

each year.. Experiments show that the
amount of carrier can be reduced from
5 gallons per acre to 1 gallon per

,acre without reducing the coverage or
the effectiveness in brush kill
'appreciably. Reducing diesel oil 'used

as a carrier'saves Loth diesel oil and

flight fuel used in herbicide applica-
tion. While this is a custom operation,
the savings here are reflected in the

custom rate charged.

Calculations

Spray mesquite with fulAcarrierl

5 gal diesel.oil,per acre, x. 744 acres =

3,720 gal of diesel

.14 gal aviation gasoline per acre x
744 acres = 104.16 gal

Spray mesquite with low-volume carrier:

1 gal diesel oil per acre x 744 acres =._
7.44 sal of diesel .

.10 gal of aviation gadoline per acre-x
744. acres = 74.4 gal of gasoline

g

Fuel saved: 3,720 gal of diesel/'- 744
gal of diesel = 2,976 gal of diesel

104.16 gal of 'ga^soline - 74.4 gal "of

gasoline = 29.76 gal of gasoline+

Energy Savings at Various Prices

Diesel Fuel..

Cents/ 40C 45c' ..50C

gal

AnnUal $1,190.40.$1,339.20 $1',488.0041,636.80
savings

Aviation Fuel

55C 2,

Cents/ 55C
gal

60C 70c

Annual $16.37 $17.86 $19.34 $20.83

savings ft

Total $1,206.77
annual
savings

$1,357.06 $1:507.31 $1,657.63

3.



SAVING ENERGY IN LIVESTOCK OPERATIONS

. .

VENTILATING AND HEATING

In most beef cattle and sheep operations,
littleornoMechanical ventilatiOn.or
supplemental heat is required., But in
Some ofthe new confined housing systems
the energy requirement is high. -Heat-
ing.and ventilation are large energy
:Users'in.cOnfinement hog prodnction,
esPeCially for farrowing houpes and
nursery buildings, The:electrical
power needed to ventilate a total con7.
finementifArrowto-finish hog facility.;
producing 1600'head a year in the

.central Corn BOrt is about 55,000
.

..lcildlwatthours a year. Heating.for
the farrowing house'and nursery build-
Ass requires about 2,100. gallons of LP
gas plus 3,700"kiloWatt-hours of
electricity to operate heater fans and
heatlamps:

,Operation

Ventilation of a livestock building
helOsto remove both heat and moisture.
During the summer, heat removal is the
Majorconcern.k 'In the winter, moisture
removal takes precedence. Becauge of
1.1eat.lostli through the walls and roof'
and cold inComing:fresh'air,supplemen-
tirheat maybe needed:. This.cautes
condensatiow to form in the building.
Insulation reduces heat loss and thus.
will reduce supplemental heat needs..

general rule:' If-ybuventilate,
Ansulate.

'Fans used in liVestock buildings are,
rated by the cubic feet of air. they
move per minute. Most are'run by
electric motors, and many have two or
more speeds. l'anS should be,opetated
crnly::when'necessary. Ventilating fans
;usually are cOntrolled,by a: thermostat
whiCh:ftUrsson the:fans whenever the
liarn-teMperaisre.goes above a set level._

Maintenance

ElectriC fan motors should be checked
'arid oiled regularly. They, are probably
run mor..houra thAn:any other:electric
motor and receive less attention. Clean-
ing off,dustivd oil that'builds up on
the fan'blades will save 5 to 10:Per-
centon energy in winter months,'and..
help fans mOVe more air.in the summer
Imonths Cleaning of the louvers to
'make them. operate more smoothly and
accurately All improye a fan's
efficiencyk .

SupPlemental heat may be provided by
gas. or electric heaters. -Fired heaters
need routine 'checkups just like,any.
furnace. Turning off'the wholesyStem,
pilot light included, wilfsave energy
in the summer. In damp locations con-.
Sider possible corrosive 'effects of
leaving:the/pilot light off for extended
periods. Cleaning of filterS)sndiair
vents will improve the-heating'Unit's
efficiency. Resistance electrical
heating is,usuallymore expensive than
'fired 'heating for large areas.

Planning

Planning anew facility? Look carefully.
at the ventilation_ and 'supplemental
heating needs. Warm confinement barns
may.prOvide abetter environment for'
feeder cattle than cold. barns. However,.
the Cest'of power to ventilate and heat
will more than offset any -advantage of/.
warm confinement. Togsbenefit greatly
from proper ,control of temperature and
ventilation. Botkheating and ventilation
should be top priority items".. in planning
a hog production facility.

If a new facility includes Ventilation,
"by variable speed fans, ch ck to make
sure the fan is controlled y a solid
Controller rather than a straight
resistant unit. The motor controlled
by a straight resistant unit wastes
energy.at loW speed.
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It

nsulation
..

The tabulation on page .27 provides /
information on the:insulating valof;
Various material.

An. R-value of 12 -14 is recomiended for _
Walls and 16 or more for the.

ceiling.

The R-value of a material is a measure
of its capacityrO resist Heat flow.
Figure3 and the tabulation on page 27
present the relative livalues of a .

number of commonly used construction
and insulating materials. The.insUla-
tion 'value of some of the materials in

:greatly reduced by moisture; thus it
#s important thit a pioper vapor barrier

be installed,to: preveni the moisture

in the,barn,from penetrating the. f.

insulation. TheIgapor bargernhould
allowless,than;1/2 perm -of moisture

vapor to pasnthrough.thn material.

(A perm is the amount of moisture vapor
in grains that will pass through a
square foot of material, in 1 hour when
the. pressure difference Is 1 inch of

mercury0
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Insulation Value of.Materials

Material

Air space, encloged by ordinary materials
4r spite,,aluminum foil: one side

::Ait space, aluminum foil both sides
Surfacefilm, inside, nonreflective
:'. (gen:*1.),'

Surface film, inside, reflectiye
Sarface film, outside, 15 mph wind
Asbestot-cement board

1/8
-DypsuarTboard or sheet rock.

3/8
-GY.psuilCD000 or sheet. rock

1/2Plywood '''

1/4Plywood
4. 3/8PlyWoOd

per inchHardboard
1/8'

:Insulation board, sheathing regular density
. 1/2

Blanket insulation, mineral (rock)' wool, or glass per inch
-Loose fill insulation, wood fiber

per inch
--- Loose fill rock wool or glass wool.,

per inch
Loosefill, vermiculite expanded.

pper inch
pee inch
per inch

Thicknesfi

(-inches)

3/4 - 4
3/4 - 4.
3/4 - 4

Sawdust or shavings
Fo#m insalation, expanded polyurethane
Foam:lneulation, expanded,polystyrene extruded
plain'

'yCommlOn brick
Face brick
Clay, tile

Clay tile .

Concrete blocks, regular
Concrete blocks, lightweight
Concrete, regular
Sheathinior flooring, softwood
Sheathing or flooring, hardwood
Drop siding, 1 x 8
Bevel iiding:1/2-x 8

x 10
Bailding:paper

.

,:101.1rOofing, asphalt
Built -up roofing

490balt shingles, 3 tab
/-1/2 inch exposure

itingle

Nindow, single glass with storm
'OolYethYlene vapor barrier
talled2side wall curtain

sash

Resistance

rating_ (R)

0.91
2.17
2.44

0.61
1.10
0.17
0.03
0.32
0.45
0.31

'0.47
1.24
0.09
1.32
3.70_
3.33
3.70
2.13
2.22
6.25

per inch 4.00
4 0.80
4 0.44
4 1.11
8 1.85
8 1.11
8 2.00
8 0164

3/4 0.94
3/4 .0.68
3/4 0.79
3/4 0.81

1.05
0.06
0.15

3/8 0.33
3/8 0.44

0.87
Negligible

0.10
1.54

Negligible
Negligible

Source: Carr, Lewis E., Kenneth E. Felton, and James L. Nitholson, Planning for Fuel Conservation..in'Your Broiler House, Coop. Ext. Serv., Univ. of *L., College Park,.144.,.1974, MEP-302,. pp. 21 -22.
CompiledjromASRAEllandbOok-of Fundamentals, American Society of Heating,'Refrigeration, and AirConditioning Engineers, Inc. 1972 ed.,,,pp 357-364. Jennings, Burgess H. and Samuel R. Lewis, Air
'CiiciditiOning'anditefrigeration,' 4th ed.,- 2nd prinfing 1959,' International Textbook Co.,.Scranton, Pa.,.',pp.:91-1084 152-113;
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VENTILATIN G AND HEATING

EXAMPLE:OF.ENERGY SAVINGS BY SHUTTING

, OFF PILOT LIGHT ON SPACE. HEATER

, $14. 00. in energy

saving per

summer season

The piloeligheon your space,heater Calculations

hurns.5 or more gallons of LP gas per

month. This energy is not wastedvin 5 gal of LP gas/month x 7 months = 35

the winter months when you need the gal of LP gas

heat, lbut it is in the summer.
35 gal of LP gas x $.40 /gal = $14

The whole syitem can be turned off by
shutting off the valVe between the
storage talk,and the gas line leading Dollars Saved at Various LP Gas Prices

to your space-heater.
Cents/gal 350 400 450 500

One farmer reported a monthly. LP gas
bill .-of-$5 to $6 in the summer before Annual $12.45 $14:00 $15.75 $17.50

turning off his entire space heating savings

system, pilot light included. After

shutting down the entire system, his
bill was zero.



VENTILATING AND HEATING

EXAMPLE OF ENERGY SAVINGS. BY INSULATING
A FARROWING HOUSE

Instilation will keep a-farrowing house
warmer in winter and cooler in summer.
This'will Cut supplemental heating
needs acid reduce ventilation require-,
ments.

. .

Adding insulation to existing walls is.
difficult, and in some cases impossible.
In new buildings adequate insulation
should be put into the walls. Insula-
tion to-an "R" value of 12 to. 14 is
recommended.' Storm windows, or. plastic
covers.on windows will'approximately
halve:the heat loss through windois.
Seal cracks around Wind6ws and doors
for added protection. The ceiling of
existing buildings can usually be
insulated with little difficulty. The
ceiling should'be insulated to an "R"
value of 16 or more.

,
.

.

Inmost buildings the floorS are of
concrete slab, and no insulation. can
be added. .When building a new struc-
ture, use crushed rock or other sub-'
stance that will add-deadair space
below your floors to act as insulation.

.

A 40-crate (26 x 20 feet) uninsulated
karroWing house will require nearly
twice reating and cooling as
one that is properly insulated. In
Illinois,- the heating of an udinslated
farrowing houSe-would consume about
2,400 gallons- of IP gas during a '

'typical winter season and as many as
5,800 kilowaft-bdurs of electricity
for heating.- Adequate ventilation
could take as mUchias.34,000 kilowatt-
hour 6.: Proper :insulation could cut
the amo t of gas:and electricity
needed i half.

The cost involved in insulation is
substantial. It can be a dollar or
more per square foot of floor space.

$1,276 in energy
savings through
.proper insulation

versus no insulation
of a 40 -crate

farrowing house in
Illinois

Calculations.'

2,400 gal of LP gas x .5. saved = 1,200
gal LP gas saved

5,800 kWh x .5 saved = 2,900 kWh saved

3,400'1(14h x .5 saved 17,000 kWh saved

2,900kWh saved + 17,000 kWh' saved =
19,900kWh saved

1,200 gal of LP gas saved x
gal = $480.

'19,900 kWh Saved x $.04 per kWh = $796

Energy Savings.at Various Prices

Electridity

36

Cents/kWh. 3c 4c 5c 6c

Annual '$597
savings.

$796 $995 $1,194

LP Gas

Cents/gal 35C 40C 45C 50C

Annual $420
savings

$480 $540 $600

Total $1,017
annual..

savings

$1,276 $1,535 $1,794

Nonertergy Costs: One has to buy ad7.
equate insulation. It will cost $3,000
to $3,500 to clothe job for a 40-crate
farrowing houSe. :Annual overhead cost
will be $468 to .$570 if you assume a
10 -year life-and 10 percent interest--
a net icogt advantage of $706 to $808
per yearvqov periinsulation. An
added bene mote effective-summer
ventilati
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VENT1LATIN9ANDERATINE3

EXAMPLE OF\ENERGY SAVINGS IN COLD VERSUS $1,217.52' in energy confinement barn

WARM. CONFINEMENT BARNS. FOR CATTLE savings fora cold with capacity for .

'FEEDING versus a warm 200 feeder cattle

Total confinement has some advantages
over feeding beef cattle in shed-and-

lot or open-lot system.rWarm barns
are fully enclosed withinost of the
ventilation provided by fans. Cold

confinement barns are full roofed, but .

are-open on the sides except for drop
curtains to shield cattle from/the wind.
Ventilation fans are not necessary in '8

cold barns. Animals do better in warm-

barns.

However, gains are not 'enough to offset
the added cost of the warm building,
especially the power required for

ventilation. Winter, ventilation r
quires air movement of at'least 1
feet/per minute per animal wtile summer
ventilation needs are'a minimum of
1,200 cubic feet per minute, per animal

' plus pit fans. WitAWZOO:Thead'warm
confinement cattle barn, ventilation
requirements will average aboUt 30,000
cubic feet per minute for the year.

Cubic

Fans differ as to the amount of air
they will move, but for estimating
purposes a 1.0 horsepower fan operating
at 0.1 inches of.static pressure can
Obe credited with 20,000 'cubic feet per
minute. Thus, the equivalent of a 1.5
horsepower fan would be.needed year-.
round for a 209thead warm confinement
barn. That trinslates into 13,140
horsepower hours or 24,178 kilowatt

-hoursmore if thermostatacontrolled
motora are used during widter when
less air movement is peeded.

Supplemental heat is needed to maintain
condensation 'control at .temperatures

below 10°F, if indoor conditions are
to be maintained above 350F. Supplying

the,redommended 400'British thermal
unit per hour petjanimal for 30 days
in a moderate cliOate yould take 626
gallons Of LP gas;

Calculations

Cost to heat a warm barn:

400 Btu/hr x 24 hr x 30 days x 200
head 57.6 million Btu .+ 92,000 Btu
626 gal LP gas. 626 gal LP gas x $.40

$250.40.

Cost to ventilate a warm barn:

Average air movement per animal 150

cubic feet per minute

200 head x 150 cubic feet per minute,
per head' 30,000 cubic feet per minute

Output of 1.0 hp fin 20,000.: cubic

feet per minute

1.5 hp x 365 daysfx 24 hours 13,140

horsepower hours

13,140 hp hours x 1.84 kWh per hp
24,178 kWh

24,178 kWh x $0.04 per kWh $967.12

Cost to heat and ventilate a cold barn:

none

Energy Savings at Various Prices

Gis

Cents/gal' 35c 40c 45c 50c

Annual $219.10 $250.40.$281.70 $313.00

savings'

'Electricity

Cents/kWh 3C 4c 5c 6c

Annual $725.34 $967.12 $1,208.90 $1,450.68

savings
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Total $'44.44 $1,217.52 $1,490.60 $1,763.68
annual
savings

Nenenergy Costs: A cold confinement
barn for 200 feeder cattle will cost
about $10,000 less thah a warm barn.
Annual costs for the cold barn are
$1,5.00 less than for the warm barn in
addition to reduced energy costs.

Source:. Beef Housing.ind Equipment
Handbook, MWFS-6, Midwest Plan. Service,

, Imia State Univ.; Ames, Iowa, 1968, p. 9.
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Example of energy savitml . Relampitl umortunilies
(Alltosts:are figUrps at 4 centst'per kllowott-hour.
The annual flavingeinclude normal ballast IOHH.)

Area

1.hrours daily use

Night light

6 hours daily use

Outside lighting

3 hours daily use

Farrowing. house
(20 "crate).:

.

2 hours daily use

klursery

9.000 ft2)

Hog horn
(3;000 ft2)

Teed house
(1,000 ft2)

1 hour daily use

Cattle 'shed
(3,.009..ft2)

Hay shed
(3,000 ftZ)

Shop.

Relamp Ir_om

2 300 -watt

incandescent
"floodlights

1 200-watt
incandescent

8 100-watt
incandescent

6 100-watt
incandescent

16 100-wAtt
incandescent

1 100-watt
incandescent

6 100-Watt
incandescent

3 150 -watt

,incandescent

. 4 100-watt
"! incandescent

To

1 250-watt
mercury vapor

Approximate
investment

.1&) saveannually necessary

l 100-Watt

$59.96 : .4115 to $130

mercury vapor, $7.96 , $50 to $70

4 40-watt
'.fluorescent $25.68 $40 to $48

3 40-Wati'
fluorescent_ $12.34 $30 to $36

8'40 -watt

fluorescent $34.24 $80 to $96

1 20-watt
fluorescent $2.20 $8 to $10

3 40 -watt

fluorescent $6.42 $30 to $36'

1 175 -watt

-.mercury vapor $3.85 $65. to $80

2 40-watt
fluorescent $4.28 $20 to $24

Note: Some of the relanwings are not economical at current priCes. These were included
to give information that c401,ibe used in planning for the needs of future building or
remodelings. Also, the life of fluorescentand mercury and sodium vapor lamps is much
Longer than incandescent. lamps. However, fluOrescents do not work well in cold barns.
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SAVINO ENnoi IN LIVESTOCK OPERATIONS

MUM
Try to cut lighting costs by a fourth.
While they are a small part of a live-
stock producer's total electric bill,
the savings can be worth the. effort.
A 150-watt bulb left on overnight (12
houia) consumes 1.8 kilowatt hours,
and this adds up to several hundred
kilowatt hoots or $20 to $30 in a year.

Use the lowest possible bulb wattage.
Clean light fixtures, and eliminate
unnecessary lights to reduCe lighting
bills. Inside, fluorescent bulbs pro-
vide. four times the light of indandes-
centbUlbs. Outside,. where possible,
use a mercury vapor lamp to provide

_twice as much light as an incandescent
lamp per unit of egergyosed. Sub-
stitOtion of one Me0-watt incandescent
bulb for two 60-watt bulbs generates a
16 peicent energy savingand provides
approximately the same number ofllumens.

Units used to measure lighting are
lumens, watts, foot candles, and hours.
The light output of a bulb is measured
in lumens,. and the amount of electricity
consumed in watts. A foot candle indi-
cates the lumens that fall on 1 'square
foot of surface.. The life span of a
bulb is measured in hours. Some of
this information is printed on the
light bulb package. A ComparatiVe
reading'of these packages may reveal
that one kind of bulb has-a longer life
than. a "soft". or tinted, incandescent
bulb of the same wattage.
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'Table --Comparison of characteristics of lamps

Type
of.
lamp

Size
by

watts

;Average
output in
lumens

Average
hours of

life

Incandescent 25 225

(standard): 40 430
60 810 750
100 1,600 to

150 2,500 1,000 2/

200 3,500
300 5,490

Fluorescent 15 ' 660
(standard) 20. 1,000 18,000

. .40 3,200

Mercury
(clear) 75 2,800

100 3,800
175 7,500 24.,000

250 11,600
400, 21,000
700 39,000

Metal halide 175 12,000
400 w341000 115,000

1,000 95,000

Sodium
(high-pressure)

', 250
400

25,500'
47,000 16,000

1,000 130,400

Average
lumens per
watt 1/

9

11

14

16

17 I

18

18

34

40
60

40

45

50

75

100

1/ Includes ballast requirements,if necessary; rating not available
for all size and types of lamps.

2/ Longer life lamps (up to 3,500 hours) are available at a high
cost. They produce 10-15 percent fewer lumens'per watt.

Source: Campbell, Lowell. and Henry M. Cathey, "Outdoor Lighting Has
Many Roles," 1973 Yearbook Agriculture, USDA Yearbook Separate No 3854

P. 190.

.34
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Before changing lighting,. walk around
'facilities, both indoors and outdoors.
Note the areas which appear over- or
under-lighted. An individual evaluation
of the amount of. light needed may be
-adequate. To be more accurate, use a
light meter. With the aid of a simple
light meter and the tabulation below,

'you .can match the amount of light
.provided to specific tasks to'be
,performed.

Recommended Illumination Levels

Two simple rules will help one to use
a light meter and the above tabulation
more effectively.'

1.. To obtain an accurate measure, hold
the light meter 30.inches away from a
'wall and 30 inches from the floor.

2. Also, try to determine the age of
the bulbs in each area. If they are
old, their light will be weak and
give an inaccurate indication of the
lighting level when new bulbs are
installed.

Area or visual task. Foot candles

Feeding, inspection, and cleaning
Reading charts and records
1ose inspection of animals.

Washing and sanitizing utensils
Preparing and processing feeds

Livestock housing (heat detection, general ,healih)
Machinery storage
Farm 'office

General inactive areas (to discourage prowlers)
Yards and paths

Service areas. (fuel storage, building entrances)

20

30
50

100
10
.7

5

70

.2

1

3

Source: Krewah,- Albert V., "Farm Lighting,"

Farmers Bulletin 2243-rUSDA, Dec. 1969, pp. 10-12.

6
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LIGHTING

EXAMPLE .OF ENERGY SAVINGS BY CAREFUL
ATTENTION TO LIGHTING USE *

One farMer reported a savings of 400
kilowatt hours on his electrical bill
when'hishired man quit andlie had to
hire a different one. Apparently, the
first hired man'had a hard time remem-
bering to turn off the lights. This
400 - kilowatt hour decrease may seem

like an unduly large amount, but when
it is broken down to the amount of
100-Watt bulbs:that would have to be

-OpContinuously, it Is'not unreasonable.
. Just six 100-watt bulbs being used
continuously,woUld.co9sUale 5,256
kilowatt hours in a year

*See other example's of lighting con-
:servation.on page 32'.

SAVING ENERGY IN LIVESTOCK OPERATIONS

$210.24 in energy by careful attention
savings per year lighting

Calculations

100 Watts x 24 hours per day x 6 bulbs =
14,400 watt-hours per day

14,400 watt-hours per day x 365 days +
1,000 watts = 5,256 kW

5,256 kW x $.04 kWh = $210.24 per year

Energy Savings At Various Electrical
Rates.

Cents /kWh' 3c - 4c 5C 6c,

Annual $157.68 $210.24 $262.80 $315.36
savings It

DRYING GRAIN

Corn harvest usually begins when grain
moisture is 28 to_30 percent. By the

end.tof the harvest season the moisture
of corn in the field is usually around

:184sercent. Harvested corn usually
averages 23 percent moisture content.

Corn.to'be sold at harvest must be
dried to 15.5 percent moisture or sold
at a:discount. To be stored on the

36

farm, it is normally dried to 13 to
15.5 percent moistUre'depending upon
how long it is to be stored. Usually,
8 to 10.percentage points of moisture
are removed from corn during the
drying process.

.Grain drying is to complex a process
and done in too many ways to make a
thorough set of recommendations here.
Nevertheless, a few examples to show,
the possibilities for energy savings
follT3



DRYING GRAIN

EXAMPLE OF SAVING ENERGY THROUGH THE
FEEDING OF HIGH MOISTURE CORN 2/

A farmer harvests, dries, and.feeds
20,000 bushels of No. '2 corn each year

. to finish 350 steer calves to slaughter
weight or produce 200 litters of hogs
in a farrow-to-finish operation. If
he removes9.5 points of moisture, from
25 to 15.5 percent moisture, he starts
with about 22,660., bushels of wet corn.

If he uses a batchTin-bin drying system,
he has $24,850 invested in equipment
with an annual cost of $2,955 for this
fixed inyestmeng. The operating costs
for this system re $2,753 of which LP
gas is $1,507 ( 75. gallon of LP per, 1).-
point of moisture moved at $.40 pe.V!.-%4,
gallon of LP), and 227 is for electii*

;

city (.15 kilowat hour of electricity
. per bushel for the dryer and .1

kilowatt hOur per b shel for aeration-.
during storage).' T e total annual
costs of No. 2 corn for this system is
$.285 per bushel.

$47.57 to $522.11
net energy savings
from feeding high

moisture corn.
versus high temper-
ature drying

For an oxygen -free ,corn storage system
using a 25 by 65-foot upright silo,' the
investment costs are $38,610 for:equip-
ment with an annual cost of $4,184 for
this fixed investment. The operating
costs are $1,476 of which diesel fuel
is .$7.0 to operate the tractOr-powered
blower for 45.7 hours: The total
annual costs per bushel equivalent of '

No. 2 corn for this system is $.283.
Cost of the two systems are essentially
the same, but drying takes $1,734 of
the energy annually; the high moisture
system, $70. A price for propionic
acid of $.36 per pound makes acid

,treating of corn much more expensive .

'than drying or fermenting the corn.
%However, acid treating can be used with
many'existing,%tojage struCturfs-.on-;
farms and may be juStifidtle under-15664-4
conditions such as a,shortage of gas. .

Also acid-treated corn may be sold to
another farmer for feeding more easily
than fermented corn. .

A farmer can reduce energy use by feed-
ing high moisture corn. However; he
may reduce flexibility in marketing
his crop, allay Create,complicationg in
ration formulation, and may precipitate'
changes in methods of feeding. Weigh
the options carefully before making a
change.

-(continued on page 38)

As long as the corn is going to be fed
to.cattle or hogs, drying is not the
only preseiving method one can use.
High moisture corn can be placed in an
it -tight storage structure and prel-

C:"--fierved through fermentation. Propionic
acid allows preservationof high
moisture corn without fermentation.
The animals will gain the same no matter
which preserving method is used.

2/ Material for this example was
provided by. Julius Edwards from his
Master's thesis, "Economics of Energy
Use Under Selected Alternative
Technologies for IllinoisHog Produc-
tion," Univ. of Illinois.
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Calculations

High temperatUie-dryingp:-

25 .percent beginning moisture corn

15.5 ending moisture corn
9.5 perc tage points of moisture
remoVed.

9,5 percentage,points of moisture re-
moved x 0.0175 gal of LP'gas per
percentage point of moisture removed x
22,669 bu of 25/percent corn
3,767.225 gal of LP gas.

3,767.225 gal of LP gas x $.40 per gal
of LP $1,506.89.

(0.15 kWh. of electricity for dryer +
0.1 kWh of electricity for aeration),x
22,660 bu of 25 peicent corn 5,665 kWh.

is

5,665 kWh $.04 per kWh $226.60

Oxygen-free storage

45. hours neede4 to fill silo x 3.4
gala; of diesel consumed by a 50-hp
trat#or operating at full power
155.38 gal of diesel.

155;38 giirof diesel x $.45 per gal
$6992.

Costs and Savings at Various Energy Prices

High - Temperature Drying

LP Gas

Cents/gal 35Q 40Q

cz)

45Q 50Q

Costs $1,318.53 $1,506.89 $1,695.25 $1,883.61

Electricity

Cents/kWh 3Q 4O 5Q 6Q

Costs $ 169.95 $ 226.00 $ 283.25 $ 339.90

Annual
drying
costs

$5,462.48 $5,707.49 $5,992.50 $6,197.57

'Oxygen-Free Storage

Diesel Fuel

Cents/gal 40Q 45Q 50Q 55Q

Costs $ 62.15 $ 69.92 77. 85.46

Annual $5,652.15
oxygen-
free storage

05,659.92$5,667.69 $5,675.46

Costs

Net, -$ 189.67 $ 47.57 $ 284.81 s, 522. 3.3:

savings--
drying versus
oxygen-free
storage
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piimq GRAIN

EXAMPLE. OF SAVING ENERGY THROUGH BETTER
PLANNING OF.TH5eCORN HARVEST PROGRAM

Corn that has matured can be handled by
modern combines when the moisture level-
Is as high as 30 percent, Imt kernel
breakage is high and harvesting losses
are increased. One might profitably
delay harvest a few days. During the
early fall, temperatures are usually
rather high. The'rate of field drying
is alio high. Delaying harvest for a
week or 10 days may mean harvesting 25
instead of 30-percent moisture corn.
'With a relatively small crop, most
producers can wait awhile and still
get the crop into storage well before
bad weather and the high loss period
that occurs later in the year,, Even a
2-row corn combine can harvest 20,000,
bushels of corn from land yielding 100
bushels per acre in just abouatwelve
10-hour days. 0

Most of the corn on a farm will be
harvested at the same moisture content.
Waiting a week or 10 days, however,
can well mean that the firgt 5,000
bushels comes in at an average of 23
instead of 28 percent moisture. It
takes about 1.75 gallons of LP gaa and

..:.50 kilowatts Of electricity to remove
one point. of moisture 'from 100 bushels
of corn in a high-temperature drying
systeml, Letting 6,000 bushe,18 of corn
field dry an extra 5 percentage points
can thus save you about 438 gallons of
LP gas and 360 kilowatts of electricity.
Also, the dryer.corn will combine with
less damage and loss, and it will con-
tain less trash and fines thereby
reducing problems in storage.

$190.20 in energy
savings per year
by delaying;corn
harvest and letting

'lculations

5,000 bughels'of
cornfieldAry
another 5 percent-
age pdigts

5 points x 5,000 bu x 1.75 gal of -

LP gas = 438 gal

5 points x 5,000 bu x.1.50 kWh =
375 kWh

Energy Savings at Various Fuel Prices

Electricity

Cents/kWh 3C 4c 'Sc 6C

Annual $11.25 $15.00-$f8.75 $22.50
savings

LP Gar/

Cents/gal 35c 40c 45c 50c

Annual
savings

$153.30 $175.20 $197.10 $219.00

Total
savings

$164.55 $190.20 $2i5.85 $241.50
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.-DRYING GRAIN

EXAMPLE OF SAVING ENERGY THROUGH $386 in net energy and storing 20,000

SELECTING THE RIGHT SIZEOF.STORAGE falt savings per year .bushels of Corn,

BINS FOR CORN 4 by-varying-ending - in three bins..

moisture levels : instead of one.

A.20,000 bushel bin plus perforated :1.

floOr and aeration fan presently'costs
aboUt $12,000. Three,6,670 bushel bins
similarly equipped. cosfabout $15,000
or $3,000

The initial cost savings provide, a
strong incentive for building large
grain bins; but they may cost more
than smaller bins in extra drying.
Costs.. Corn to be stored through the
hot summer months must 'be dried to 13
Or 14 percent moisture, or it may not
keep.

Corn can be stored satisfactorily at
much,higher moisture levels.without
either spoiling or Permenting if it
can be kept cool. For example, corn
containing 20 percent moisture can be
kept in storage about' 60 days if it
can be cooled quickly-to 45°F. This
is easy to accomplish with night air
in the latter part of the harvest
season inthe Corn' Belt.' The bin
containing cool, high moisture corn
can then be'fed,out.before warm weather
comes.

,:40

Several small bins rather than one K
large bin provide the flexibility to
.vary moisture content of corn according
to use periods. Drying 20,000 buShels.
of No. 2 corn equivalent from an aver- .

age harvest moisture of 23.5 percent'
(22,200 bushels of wet corn) to 14.
percent moisture for year-round storage
takes about 3,691 gallons of LP .gasmind
3,164 killowatt hours of electricity.

Suppose instead one uses three 6;670
bushel Ws. Early harvest corn
averaging 25 percent moisture is dried
to 14 percent and put in one bin for.
summer feeding. Mid-harvest corn
averaging 23 percent is dried to 18
percent ", cooled as the season progresses,
and'kept forfeeding in the spring.
Late harvegt corn averaging 20 percent
moisture is put in the third bin'.

-directly from the, combine, cooled. with
natural air and fed during the winter.
Aeration is necessary for all corn
regardless of moisture or bin size.

The three -bin system resultsjin an
annual savings of about $806fOr dry-
ing-1-1,856 gallons- of LP gasand 1,591
kilowatts of electricity. The annual
Cost'of the $3,000 additional invest7
ment in smaller bins at 14 percent is
$420. Set gain for the flexible.
system is about.$386 a year.
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Winter: -No drying

Total energy use: 1,835 gal LP gas
'and 1,573 kWh electricity

20,000.bu of No 2 corn = 22,200 bu of

Difference: 1,856 gal LP gas and 1,591
kWh of electricity

43.5:pergent corn

Average. beginning moisture - 23.5
Percent.

Average ending moisture,- - 14.0 percent

ftlature removed: 23.5 to 14:0 =
.5 points,

6

.5 points x 22;200 bu x 1.75 gal
-LP per hundred bu per point = 3,691
al' LP

.5 points IC fi200 bu 7C 1.50 kWh
per hundred bu per point = 3',164 kWh

Three-bin system:

Summer: 6,670 bu No. 2 corn = 7,560
bu of 25 percent corn.

Spring: 6,670 bu No. 2 corn = 7,360
bu of 23 perceAt corn

Winter:. 6,670 bu No 2 corn = 7,080
bu of 20 percent, corn

'25-14 =±9 pOlats (moisture)

:9.Points x 75.6 hundred bu-x 1.75 gal
'J6f,LP per hundred bu per point = 1,191
gal LP

9A3.oint .75.6 hundred, bu x 1.50 kWh
Terliundted. bu per point = 1,021 kWh

A
Springs 23 -18 = 5 points (moisture)

5 points 373-.6-hundred bu x 1.75 gal
141! perilundred'buShelper point =-644
gal

5 points x 73.6 hundred bu x 1.50 kWh
per hundred bushels perpoint = 552 kWh

-Added investment
for smaller bins
$420

Energy savings:,,

$386.04 per year

gst: $3,000 add onal
x .14 investment Alt =

$806.04 - $420. ='

Dollars Saved at Various Fuel Prices

LP Gas

Cents /gal 350 40o 450 500 7

Annual $649.60 $742.40 $835.20 $928.00.
savings

Electricity'

Cents /kWh. 3o 4o - 50

Annual
savings

6o

$47.73 $63.64 $79.55 $95.46

(

Total $697.33 $806.04 $914.75 $1,023.46
savings
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SAVING; ENERGY IN LIVESTOCK OPERATIONS

IIIRIGATINGWITIISPRINKLERS

Enetgy demands for sprinkler irrigation
can be high -BecaUse of the avail-
ability of water, either because of a
Termit allocation or its relatively
low coat, irrigators may not always
employ the best water management'
techniques. Many times too much water

42

goes.on afield only to run off or
.evaporate. Excess water pumping may
be more expensiVe than many irrigators:
realize. Irrigate strictly according
to crop and soil needs to reduce
annual.Water application and energy
Cost substantially without lower
Yields.- High yields of pasture and
haycrops.require.supplemental
irrigation throughout much of the
Western half of the United States.

Table 6--Diesel fuel required per are for 1 foot of

water applied at various pressures _I

Lift
(feet) 20 psi 40 psi 60 psi 80 psi 100 psi

50
100
200
300
400
500

15

22

37

52.

68
83

Gallons

22 28

29 36

44 ,
59

74 8

9

35

43
58.

73

88

42

50
65

80
95

111

1/ One gallon of diesel fuel produces about the same

work as 1.4 gallons of gaaoline.

Source: Energy Facts and Figures, EM-3943, Washington.
State Univ., Pullman, Wash., *Aug. 1975.

Tabi -Kilowatt-hours per acre-foot of.water applied

at veribus. pressures

Lift
(feet). 20 psi 40 psi 60 psi 80 psi 100 psi

50
100
200
300
400
Coo

'Kilowatt -hours

192 260 350 440

280 350 440 525 ,

455 525 610 700
3

630 700 790 875

800 875 960 1,050

'980 1,050 1,140 1,230

510
600
790
950

1,120
1,290

Source: Energy Facts and Figures, EM.3943, Washington

State Univ., Pullman, Wash., Aug. 1975
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IUIGATING vim' SPRINKLERS

EXAMPLE OF ENERGY SAVINGS BY USE OF
AUTOMATIC TIMERS OM IRRIGATION.PUMPS

Installation of timers to:automatically
switch off pumps can resultin con-
siderable energy savings. Not only
,does a. timer eliminate the need to get
up and turn off a pump during the
inconvenient nighttime hours, but it
also decreases overapplication of water
Which can result in plant and soil
damage, and.wasted energy use..:

Consider-a situation where the,-'pumps
run unnecessarily 25 hours a year be-
cause there is no one to attend the
cut off switches. On a medium. ressure
well (60 pounds per square inch) and a
200-fOot lift with .a system:delivering
500 gallons per minute, $53 in energy
savings could be realized annually with
a diesel pump; $56 with an electric

POP
. 4

.

. The:.Cdit automatic. OMerS ranges from
$9 to $31 plus. installation of
$3 to $5.

$28.78 .to $32.12
in net energy
savings per year

Calculations

Diesel-powered pump

25 hours x 60 minutes per hour x.,500
gal per minute t 326,000(4ailier.aere
foot = 2.3 acre feet

2.3 acre feet X.51 galtof diesel per
acre foot x $.45'per gal of diesel =
$52.78

Net savings:Ci452.78 fuel' savings -
$24 timer and'installation cost =
$28.78

Dollars Saved at Various DieSel.Fuel
Prices.

Cents/gal c -.50c 55c

Annual $46.92,$52.78 $58.65$64.52
savings

Electric powered pump

2.3 acre feet x 610 kWh per acre foot x
$.04 per kWh = $56.12

Net savings: $56.12 electril savings -
.$24 timer and installation costs =
$32.12

Dollars Saved at Various Electrical
Rates

Cents/kWh 3C 4 --5

Annual ,$42.09 $56.12 $70.15 $84.18
savings

5o
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ARRIGATING WITH SPIIINKLIIRS

EXAMPLE OF ENERGY SAVINGS BY MAINTAINING
IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT IN EFFICIENT
CONDITION

,Beep irrigati
.:_repair. Che
lines for 1
ler nozzles.
used for a time an may apply water at
a greater rate than the soil can
accept it. Enlarged sprinkler, nozzles
also shorten the, distance water, Is
thrown, overload the.pump, and cause a
pressure drop- that increases the drop-
let size. Investigate the efficiency
of the well. 'Clogged perforations or
water, screens at the water bearing
strata may prevent water flowing freely
into the well.

4ment in good .

in thesprinkler
Inspect yOur.sprink-
enlarge after being

Suppose that inefficiencies in the
irrigation system:due to lack of main-
tenance tesult in a 5-percent increase
in the'workload of the pump.- On a 40-
acre field using a medium power system
(60 pounds per square inch)'and a 200 -
foot lift,dalivering 30 acre inches
per crop year, this can Almount to over
$100 per year..

Nonenergy Cost84. Cost of materials
used in maintenance may 'well exceed
:energy cost savings. However, other
benefits will .accrue in better water
distribution and increased equipment
life.

$114.75 to $127.00 year per 40-acre
in energy savings field

Calculations.

Diesel-powered pump

2.5 acre feet x 51 gal of diesel per
acre foot = 127.5 gal of diesel

127.5 gal of diesel x .05 energy loss x
40 acres x $.45 per gal of diesel =
$114.'75:

Dollars
Prices

Saved at Various Diesel Fuel

Cents/gal 40c 45c ' 50c 55c

Annual $102,00 $114.75 $127.50 $140.25
savings

Electric- powered pump

2.5 acre feet x 610 kWh per acre
1,525 kWh

1,525 kWh x .05 energy loss x
$.04 'per .kWh- = $127

Dollars Saved at Various
Prices

Cents/kWh 3c '4c.

foot

40 acres x

Electrical.

.5C 6c,

Annual $91.50 $127.00 $152.50 $183.00
savings



IRRIGATING WITH SPRINKLERS

':EXAMPLE OF ENERGY.SAVINGS BY IRRIGATION
ACCORDING:TO PLANT NEEDS

Ponding at the lower end-ofthe'field
and water flowing alOng'he roads is
evidence of overwatering. Irrigate
according to plant needs rather than,
folloWing a set number of days on the

._:calendar. You can imprOve irrigation
effiejiticy-tgy using aids such as. soil
augers, evaporation pana,' and moisture
meters. They help'to:accurately

.

determine when and how much to apply.
They:are much.better than trying to
eyeball it. The results are .reduced
total water used in ,a _season, reduCed
energy Used'for pumping, and increased
Moneyjn your pocket.

SUppose that overwatering
10- percent waste oflwater'per yearT
Assume also a mediuW-power-requirement
'of 60 pounds per square inch and a 200-.
'Jpot lift on a side roll system cover-
ing. 40 acres with 30 acre inches applied
per year,The extra water puMped
requires 12.75 gallons of diesel fuel,
or 152.5 kilowatt hours per acre. On
a 40 -acre field this could mean $230
Or more i,year in saved energy.

ROnenergy Costs: ,Cost of monitoring.
equipment ranges.from $20 to $50,.' If
it lasts more than one year,.the net
Sayings will be greater than shown
in this example.

_$194.50 to $209 in per year per 40-
net energy savings acre field

Calculations

Diesel- powered pump

0.25 acre foot x'51 gal of diesel per
acre foot = 12.75 gal of diesel

12.75 gal of diesel x 40 acres x $.4
per gal of diesel = $229.50

Net savings: .$229.50 diesel saving -
$35 cost of monitoring equipment =
$194.50

Dollars Saved at Various Diesel Fuel
Prices

Centsigal 40c 45c 50C 550

Annual
savings

$204.00 $229.50 $255.00 $280.50

Electric-powered pump

0.25 acre foot x 610 kWh per acre foot .
152.5 kWh

152.5 kWh x 40 acres x $.04-per
$244

kWh

Net savings: $244 electric savings
$35 costs of monitoring equipment =
$209

Dollars Saved at Various Electrical
Rate's

Cents/kWh 3c 4c 5C 6C

Annual $183 $244 $305 $366 .

savings



RECORDIOSIBPING

..Most livestock producers know howmuch
.their'electricity and fuel bills have

gone up during the laat years, hat feii
Awe how many kilowatt houts of
aleetrioity or gallons of diesel, gas-

or-I,Pgas they.use or what.
they use,itfor. -In evaluating the
amount of energy used on the farm, look

:,Jat the ,amount needed to Terform.
different taski. The recordkeeping
charts in.this section will help'pro7
duCers determine where and in what
amounts they use energy.

/

I

Recording Energy Use

The following six recordkeeping tables
will help a producer to keep track of-
total energy use by-type and. assign the
right portion of it to livestock pro-
duction. Energy Recordkeeper. Number 1

is for electricity. If power for the
livestock facilities goes through a
separate meter, then the producer makes
one entry in the livestock column of
Energy Recordkeeper Number 1. If the
electric power all goes through only
one meter, the producer will have to
estimate average kilowatts used follow-
ing the suggestions in the footnotes
to Energy Recordkeeperyumber 1.

Energy. Recordkeeper Number.2 is for LP

or natural gas. If a producer uses LP
land natural gas, he will have to use a
separate sheet for each.

Energy Recordkeepers Number 3.and
Number 4 are for tractor fUel. Energy.,

Recordkeeper Number 3 is for the total
tractor use and includes a column for
hourly fuel use. Hourly fuel use can
he an early warning that the tractor
or equipment needs some attention. It

alsoindicatei the energy demands of
different operations. Energy Record-
keeper Number 4 is for tractor time
-and fuel used in livestock production'
and uses information from Recordkeeper
Number 3. .

Energy Recordkeepers Number 5 and Number
6 are for truck and automobile fuel.
These are'set up to utilize odometer
readings and to figure miles per gallon.
Allocation of truck and auto use may.
be even more difficult.than allocation'
of tractor hours. Approximate in
instances-where a detailed.log of use
is'not maintained.
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GRINDING AND PREPAItli4G FRED

EXAMPLE OF. ENERGY SAVINGS BY FEEDING
FREE CHOICECORN AND PROTEIN-SUPPLEMENT
VERSUS CUSTOM GROUND AND MIXED HOG FEED.

Many farmers buy 40-50 pound feeder pigs
in the fall and winter after corn har-
vest time and feed them out to market
weight. Same, especially those who
feed only a few hundred hogs annually,
haul their corn to commercial feed
mills regularly to have it ground and
mixed with protein supplement before
feeding.

4

A farmer who feeds two successive lots
of 150 pigs and who hauls feed 25 miles
round trip for'processing could save
800 miles of truck travel and 40 hours
of driving time by feeding grain and
supplement free choice. This amounts
to saving $80 to $100 in gasoline cost
alone. In addition, energy required
by the commercial feed. mill to grind
and mix the feed would be 'saved. Con-
sideration also should be given to
improvement in feed efficiency from a
complete processed ration. Differences
in feed efficiency are not measured in
this example.

$88 in energy
savings in gas-
oline per

Calculations

year in fattening
300 feeder pigs

Each lot of 150 pigs eats an average
of about 2.5 tons of feed per week for
16 weeks.

1 trip with a 2-ton truck to feed mill
per week x'32 weeks per year.x 25
miles per trip = 800 miles

800 miles at 5 miles per gal =.160 gal
of gasoline.

4

Savings at Various Gasoline Prices

Cents/gal 50c .55c 60c 65e.

Annual $80
savings

$88 $96 $104

Nonenergy Costs: Eliminate the trips
to the feed mill and get rid of 6 to
7. cents per 41e in nonfuel operating
costs. Reduce wear on the truck.
Avoid a custom processing charge .($5
per ton). Free 80-100 hours a year
spent at the mill or enroute.. A
farmer may find he can operate with a
small truck instead of a large one.
Differences in feed efficiency and
protein costs, if any, will have to
be weighed along with these costs.
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SAVINGENERGYINLIVESTOCHOPERATIONS

MANAGING RANGE. AND HERD

Most cattle are grazed year round .on
pasture, range, or crop residues.

Cow-calf operators often use a pickup

truck for' supplemental feeding and .

checking on the herd. Regular tuneups .

_help save fuel. Keeping the carburetor.

in proper adjustment also helps save

fuel.

It costs about $55 a-year for eery
_1,000 miles the farmer drives the.
pickup truck. This assumes 10 miles
per gallon, and gas at 55 cents per.

gallon.

Ranchers need to haul. hay long_distancea
espedially in the West. .Some -have A

extended the beds of their feria trUcke.:_.
and added a section:over the cab to

jncreagb,bale-capacity.YFueluse -

increaseg per load, but fuel and other
costs pet bale, are reduced.



MANAGING RANGE AND HERD

EXAMRLE OF ENERGY SAVINGS THROUGH
. $170.50 to $293.92

CHANGING SUPPLEMENTAL FEEDING OF BEEF _in 'energy saved perCOWS

3.1140. of the fossil fuel used-in beef
cattle production is used in getting
suppleMental feed to cattle on the
range

To_eave fuel, operatois may limit range
feeding to every other day, using salt
sto limit consumption of concentrates"..,

or.usidg supplements designed for free
choice feeding. If self-limiting dry
concentrates are f4d, the operators
would have to invest in self- feeders,
but the savings in fuel and labor
would eventually offset this

As an example; a.-300-tow beef cattle
operatoran the' Sbuthwest High Plains
of _Texas may feed 1.56 pounds of 41
percent cottonseed cake per mature
animal.each day fOr.120 days this
winter. This requires about 274 hours
of pickup-use'. rSince a,3/4-ton,pickup
can carry` the 1,120 pounds of feed every
other, day almoSeas%easily as the 560
,pounds everiday,-the potential' for
savings; in fuel is,considerable.

Adding One=half pound of salt for each
pound'''!Ofmeal results in the pickup
beipg.soMethinglesd than,halflOaded.
jf-Ahe randier changes his self'.feeders
sO*tbt'the feedersWill hold a full
pickup load, he-can reduce his feeding
trips from 120. to 50.

10-57ion truck equipped with a tank
.Could dispense enough liquid feed in
foi.tr7tripi to supply the supplemental
feed requirements of the breeding herd.
EOr'l torah, 'rather than making:atrip
out to feed every day.-. Each rancher
must figure whether the differences in
the cost of the:4e feedstuffs will be
offset'by his fuel savings.

year per 300-cow
beef cattle herd

Feed concentrates every day for 3
-months: 2.28 hours per day x 120 day_s
x 2::5 gal per'hout =.685 gal

Feed every other day:
2.5 hours per day x 60 days x 2.5 gal
per hour,= 375 gal
Gasoline saved: 685 gal - 375 gal:=
310 gal

.Load self-feeders as required: 2.28
hours per load x 50 loads x 2.5 gal
per hour = 285 gal

'

Gasoline saved: - 285 gal =
gal!.

Feed liquid feed for'3 months:
5.02 hours per day x 12 days x.2.5 gal
Per hour = 150.6 gal'
Gasoline-saved:.i, 685 gal 157:6. gal =

basoliPavings at Various Prices

-
Regular Bulk Delivery

,Cents/gal 50* 55* 60*. 65*

Annual $155.00 $170.50 $186.00 $201.50
savings
(feeding every
other day)

Annual $200.00 $220.00.$240.00 $260.00
savings
(using self-
feeders) -

Annual.- -$267.20 $293.92.$3t64 $347.36
savings:
(using liquid
supplement)
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MANAGING RANGE AND

EXAMPLE,OF ENERGY SAVINGS-FROM TWO
GRAZING SYSTEMS

Yearlong grazing of livestock herds on
the range is a common practice in the
SouthwestRange can be improved.by
deferring use of particular pastUres
during the growing seasons.. An addi.

.tional benefit IS savings in laear and
pickup operating expenses associated .

With.00plemental.feeding While a
'reductibn in liveetock numbers may be
required at the outset to avoid over-
grazing, stocking rates can be increased
over time as. range condition improves.
over the original grazing system:

Let's examine two types of deferred
grazing,to show the fuel savings. The
first id, a four7iasture'deferred-
rotation grazing system, end the sedond
is the one-herd,)ligh intensity,low.
frequency (HILF). grazing system. I

A 300-cow beef cattle herd in the
Southwest High,Plains of Texas encom-
passes 8,928 acres. Pastures are ,

sufficient in, number and size to allow
at least three dispersed sets of four-
pasture deferred - rotation grazing
systems. By concentrating the breeding
berd-into ihree pastures for shorter
periods rather than in all pastures
yearlong, pickup use in supplemental
feeding, and livestodk supervision and
,handling can be reduced considerably.

By opening adjoining pasture gates,
the ranch can be combined into a 6-
pasture operation for HILF grazing.
The entire beefcow herd can be grazed
in each pasture for .4 weeks before
moving them to the next pasture, thus
providing periods of deferment. This

offers an opportunity to feed cattle
Supplementally during the winter and
to oversee them in one pasture at a
time. Pickup fuel used in diqtributing
feed and in supervising and handling
cattle can be reduced significantly.

$245.00 to $493.35 year per 300-cow

in energy saved per beef cattle herd

Calculations

Herd dispersed over entire ranch:

Feeding: 2.28 hours per day x.120 days
x 2.5 gal per hour = 685 gal of gaso-
line

Supervision and handling: 1.22 hours
per day x 365 days x 2.5 gal per hour =
1,112 'gal of gasoline

Total gal of gasoline: 685 gak+ 1,112
gal = 1,797 gal

Four-pasture deferred-rotation grazing
system:

Feeding: 1.71 hours per day x 120
days .x 2.5 gal of gasoline per hour =

512,galof gasoline .

Supervision and handling: .92 hours

per day x 365 days x'2.5 gal per
hour = 840 gal of gasoline

Total gal of gasoline:
gal = 1,352

Gasoline saved: 1;797

HILF grazing s'ystem:

512, gal + 840

- 1,352 =-445 gal.

Feeding: 1.14 hours per
x 2.5 gal per hour = 342
line

day-x 120 days
gal of gaso-

Supervision and handling: .61 hours
per day x 365 days x 2.5 gal per hour
558 gal of gasoline

Total gal of gasoline:.. 342 gal 4- 558
gal = 900 gal of gasoline

Gasoline saved: 1,797 gal - 900 gal =
897 gal

on(continued

2
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Gasoline Savings at Various Prices

Regular Bulk Delivery'

Cents/gal 500 550 600 650

Four-Pasture De/erred Rotation
Grazing System

Annual $222.50 $244.75 $267.00 $289.25
savings

HILF Grazing System

Annual $448.50 $493.35 $538.20 $583.05
savings

lionenereCosts: fencing is already
adequate, fuel sa ngs are a net gain.
In addition, the'four-pasture system
saves .$124 in .truck repairs and lubri-
cation plusy$400 in labor at $2.25 per
hour. EMLF saves $250 in truck costs;
$809-in labor at $2.25 an hour.
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MANAGING RANGE AND HERD

EXAKPLEOF ENERGY SAVINGS BY CHANGI G7 $1,357.06 in energy pet 300-Cow-beef

TO .A LOW-VOLUMEAPPLICATION OF . saved per year -cattle herd

HERBICIDES..TO.CONTROL BRUSH
. .

Brush and other noxious plants compete
for water, soil nutrients, light, and
space with range and pasture.forage
Plants, Heavy infestations of 'brush,
such as.mesquite, white brush, and
scrub oak have reduced range-carrying
capacities to the point that ranch
operators must.control brush or reduce

stocking rates. Aerial applications
of-herbicides are used. The material

.
usually is mixed with diesel oil or
diesel oil-and other carriers such as
water. This pra&tice of using carriers
extends the herbiCide more uniformly
over 'the treatment area and facilitates
adherence'of the herbicide to plant
leaves for increased effectiveness.

A 300-cow beef cattle ranch in Southwest
Texas_has a mesquite infestation. Part

of the ranch is sprayed each year.
Deferment of graiing usually follows
brush control treatment, so one'pasture
may be treated and rested before another

one is treated. The rancher would
spray 744 acres, one of his 12 pastures,

each year. Experiments show that the
amount of carrier can be reduced froi
5 gallons per acre to 1 gallon per
acre without reducing the coverage or
the effectiveness in brush kill
'appreciably. Reducing diesel oil'used
as a carrier'saves Moth diesel oil and
flight fuel used in herbicide applica-
tion. While this is a custom operation,
the savings here are reflected in the
custom rate charged.

Calculations

Sprai, mesquite with fulAcarrierl

5 gal diesel.oil,per acre. x, 744 acres =

3,720 gal of diesel

.14 gal aviation gasoline per acre x
744 acres = 104.16 gal

Spray mesquite with low-volume carrier:

1 gal diesel oil per acre x 744 acres =
7.44 gal of diesel

.10 gal of aviation gasbline per acre-x
744 acres = 74.4 gal of gasoline

Fuel saved: 3,720 gal of diesels'- 744
gal of diesel = 2,976 gal of diesel

104.16 gal of 'gasoline - 74.4 gal bf
gasoline = 29.76 61 of gasoline4

Energy Savings at Various Prices

Diesel Fuel

Cents/ 40C 45c 50C 55c

gal

Annual $1,190.40.$1,339.20 $1,488.0041,636.80
savings

Aviation Fuel

Cents/ 55C
gal

60C 659' 70c

Annual $16.37
savings

$17.86 $19.34 $20.83

Total $1,206.77
annual
savings

$1,357.06 $1,507.3-k $1,657.63

3.



SAVING ENERGY INLIVESTOCK OPERATIONS

VIR41ILATING AND HEATING

In most beef cattle and sheep operations,
little ovno mechanical yentilatiOn.or
supplemental heat iarequired, But in
Some of new confined housing systems
the.energy requirement is high. -Heat-
'ing.and ventilation are large energy
tisers'in.confinement hog production,
especially for farrOwing houSes and
nursery buildings, The'electrical
power needed to ventilate a total con-
finementifarrowto-finish hog facility
producing 1i600'head a year in the

.central Corn Belt is about 55,000
.

Acilowatt-hours a year. Heating.for
,l.the farrowing house'and nursery build-
log requires about 2,100. gallons of LP
gas plus 3,700"kiloWatt-hours of
electricity to operate heater fans and
heaelamps:

Operation

Ventilation of a livestock building
help6vto remove both heat and moisture.
During the summer, heat removal is the
Major concern.k In the winter, moisture
removal .takes precedence. BecaUse of
heat loss through the walls and roof
,:and cold inComing:fresh'air,supplemen-

tilAiest.may.be needed:. This causes
condensation to form in the building.
Insulation reduces heat loss and thus.
191.13:,teducesupPlemental heat needs..

general rule:. If.yhtOientilate,
insulate.

`Fans used in livestock buildings are.,
rated by the cubic feet Of air' they
fliovaper Minute. Most are'run by

'electric motors, and many have two or
more speeds. -Fan6 should be,operated.
onlywhen:necessary. Vehtilating fans
;usually are cOntr011ed,by"a thermostat
whiCkftUrriatn thejana whenever the
.barfiltemperature. goes above a set

Maintenance

Electric fan motors should be checked
AO(' oiled regularly. They, are probably
run morhourS than;any other electric
motor and receive less attention. Clean-
ing off,dust:and oil that'builds up on
the fan'blades will save 5 to 10.Per-
centon energy in winter months,'and!.
help fans move more air,in the summer
',months, Cleaning of the louvers to -

'make them. operate more smoothly and
. I

accurately 4111 impioye a fan's
efficiencyk

Supplemental heat may be provided by 1411

gas. or electric heaters. -Fired heaters
need routine 'checkups, just like- any.

furnace. Turning off'the whole'system,
pilot light included, Wilfsave energy
in the summer. In damp locations con-s
eider possible corrosive 'effects of
leavingthe/pilot light off for extended

. periods. Cleaning of filter0)andiair .

vents will improve the.heating'Unit's
efficiency. Resistance electrical
heating is,usually more expensive than
'fired heating for large areas.

Planning

'Planning anew facility? Look carefully..
at the ventilation.and supplemental
heating needs. Warm onfinetent barns
:may. TrOvide abetter environment for.
feeder cattle than cold. barns. However,'
'the Cost'of power to ventilate and heat
will,more than offset any-advantage ofl
warm confinement. Togshenefit greatly
from proper control of temperature and
ventilation. Bot0eating and ventilation
should be top priOrity items,.. in planning
a hog produCtion facility.

If a new facility. includes Ventilation
"by variable speed fans, ch ck to make
sure the fan is controlled. y a solid
Controller rather than a straight'
resistant unit. The motor controlled
by a straight resistant unit wastes
energyat low = speed.
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Insti13ation, ,

*.
The tabulation on page .27. provides /
information on the1nsulating valble.o
.tivious material. '

An R-value.of 12-14 is recommended for

Walls and 16 or. more for the,

ceiling.

The R-value of a material is a measure

.of its capacitytO resist heat flow.
Figure,3 and the tabulation. on page 27
present the relative 11..values of.a .

number of commonly used construction
and insulating materials. TheinsUla-
tion 'value of some of the materials is

'greatly reduced by moisture; thus it
#s important that a proper vapor barrier

be installed,to: preveni the moisture

in the,barn,from penetrating the. f.

insulation.' TheNrapor barrier should
allow'less,than.,1/2 perm-of moisture

vapor .f4 pass through the. material.
perm is the amount of moisture vapor

in grains. that will pass through a
square foot of material. in 1 hour when
the' pressure difference Is 1 inch of

mercury:)
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Insulation Value of.Materials

Thickness

(inches)

Air space, encloged by ordinary materials
3/4 - 4

4r spite,.aiuminum foil: one side
3/4 - 4.

Air space, aluminum foil both sides
3/4 - 4

Surface film, inside, nonreflective
(gen:*1.),'

Surface film, inside, reflective
Surface film, outside, 15 mph wind
Asbestot-cement board

1/8Dypeumlooard or sheet rock.
3/8Gypsum A or sheet. rock
1/2Plywood
114Plywood

4. 3/8PlyWoOd
per inchHardbOard

. 1/8
Insulation board, sheathing regular density 1/2
Blanket insulation, mineral (rock) wool, or glass per inch

. -Loose fill:insulation, wood fiber
per inchLoose fill rock wool or glass wool.
per inchLoosofill, Vermitulite expanded
per inch
pee inch
per inch

Sawdust or shavings
Foam insulation, expanded polyurethane
Foam; insulation, expanded,. polystyrene extruded

CommOn brick
Face brick
Clay: tile

Clay tile .

Concrete blocks, regular
Concrete blocks, lightweight

.: Concrete, regular

Sheathinior flooring, softwood
Sheathing or flooring, hardwood
Drop siding, 1 x 8
Bevel siding 1/2-x 8
lieveOtiditiv3/4 x 10
Bdiiding'paper .

ROWiOofing, asphalt
HBnilikap roofing
:Asphalt shingles, tab
MOOdshinglep, 7-1/2 inch exposure
. Metal' roofing

single glees
Window, jingle glass with storm sash

OolyethYlene vapor barrier
tolledside wall curtain

per inch
4

4

4

8
8

8

8

3/4
3/4

3/4
3/4

3/8
3/8

Resistance

rating_ (R)

0.91
2.17
2.44

0.61
1.10
0.17
0.03
0.32
0.45
0.31

'0.47
1.24
0.09
1.32
3.70._
3.33
3.70
2.13
2.22

6.25

4.00
0.80
0.44
1.11
1.85
1.11
2.00

u. 0164
0.94.
.0.68

0.79

0.81
1.05
0.06
0.15
0.33
0.44
Q.87

Negligible
0.10
1.54

Negligible
Negligible

Source: Carr, Lewis E., Kenneth E. Felton, and James L. Nidholson,-Planning for Fuel Conservationin Your Broiler Nousi,.CoOp. Ext. Serv., Univ. of Md., College Park,,Md..1974, MEP-302, pp. 21 -22.
Compilelifrom:ASRAEllandbook-of Fundamentals, American Society of Neating4'.Refrigeration,. and Air''.Conditioning:Engineers, Inc. 1972 ed.,..pp 357-364. Jennings, Burgess N. and Samuel R. Lewis, AirCOndirioningmrid lefrigeration, 4th ed.,- 2nd printing 1959, International Textbook Co.,.Scranton, Pa.,917108, 152-1534'
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VENTILATING AND HEATING

EXAMPLE:OF ENERGY SAVINGS BY SHUTTING
OFF PILOT LIGHT ONSPACE.HEATER

The piloeligheon your space ;heater
burns.5 or more gallons of LP gas per

month. This energy is not wastedvin
the winter months when you need the

.::heat,but it is in the summer.

, $14.00. in energy

saving per

'Calculations

5 gal of LP gas/month x 7 months = 35
'gal of LP gas

summer season

The whole syitem can be turned off by
,tillutting off the value betweenthe
storage tilk,and the gas line.leading
to your sp4ce'heater..

35 gal of LP gas 0.40/gal = $14

Dollars Saved at Various LP Gas Prices

Cents/gal 350 400 450 500

One farMer reported a monthly. LP gas
to $6 in the summer. before

turning. off, his entire spaCe heating
system, pilot:light included. After

shutting down theantire system, 'his:

Annual
'savings

$12.45 $14:0O $15.75 $17.50

bill was zero.



VSNIILATING AND HEATING

EXAMPLE OF ENERGY SAVINGS.BY INSULATING $1,276'in energy
A FARROWING HOUSE savings through

.proper insulation

InsUlation will keep a'farrowing house
warmer in winter and cooler in summer.
This will out supplemental heating
needs' add reduce ventilation require-,
ments.

Adding insulation to existing walls is.
difficult, and in some cases impossible.
In new buildings adequate insulation
should be put into the walls. Insula-
tion Ito. an "R" value of 12 to. 14 is
recommended. Storm windows, or. plastic
caversoon windows will'approximately
halve:the heat loss thr9Ugh
Seal cracks around mindOws and doors
for added protection. The ceiling of
existing buildings can usually be
insulated with little difficulty. The
ceiling should'be insulated to an "R"
value of 16 or more.

Inmost buildings the floorS are of
concrete slab, and no insulation. can
be added. .When building a new struc-
ture, use crushed rock or other sub-'
stance that will add-dead'air space
below your floors to act as insulation.

.
.

. .
,

A 40-crate (26 x 120 feet) uninsulated
farrowing house will require nearly
twice reating and cooling as
one that is properly insulated. In
Illinois,-the heating of an uninslated
farrowing houSe-would consume about
2,400 gallons- of IP gas during a '

Ttypical-;winter season and as many as
5,800 kilowaft-hoUrs of electricity
for heating.- AdeqUate ventilation

' could take as mUctilas.34,000 kilowatt-
hour e.: Proper:insulation could cut
;he amo t of ips:and electrieity
needed i half.

The cost involved in insulation is
substantial. It can.be a dollar Or'
more per square foot of floor space.
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Calculations.'

versus no insulation
of a 40 -crate

farrowing house in
Illinois

2,400 gal of LP gas x .5. saved = 1,200
gal LP gas saved

5,800 kWh x .5 saved = 2,900 kWh saved

3,400'kWb x .5 saved 17,000 kWh saved

2,900. kWh saved + 17,000 kWh' saved =
19,900.kWh saved

1,200 gal of LP gas saved x $.40.per.
gal = $480.

19,900 kWh saved x $.04 per kWh = $796

Energy Savings at Various Prices

Electricity

Cents/kWh. 3c 4c
0

5C 6c

Annual '$597

savings.
$796 $995 -$1,194

LP Gas

Cents/gal 35C 40C .45C 50c

Annual $420
savings

.$480 $540 $600

Total $1,017
annual:.

savings .

$1,276 $1,535 $1,794

Nonenergy Costs: One has.to buy ad7.
equate insulation. It will cost $3,000
to $3,500 to do the job for a 40-crate
farrowing houSe. :Annual overhead cost
will be $468 to $5,70 if you assume a
10 -year life-and 10 percent interest--
a net.cogt advantage of $706 to $808
per year), for periinsulation. An
added bene mote effective'summer
ventilati
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VENTILATING AND HEATING

EXAMPLE OF\ENERGY SAVINGS IN COLD VERSUS $1,217.52' in energy confinement barn

WARM' CONFINEMENT BARNS. FOR CATTLE . savings fora cold . with capacity for .

'FEEDING c versus a warm . 200 feeder cattle

Total confinement has some advantages
over feeding beef cattle in shed-and-
lot or open-lot system. ',I Warm barns
are fully enclosed with'Mbst of the
ventilation provided by fans. Cold

confinement barns are full roofed, but .
ire open on the sides except for drop
curtains to shield cattle from/the wind.
Ventilation fans are not necessary in '8

cold barns. Animals do better in warm-

barns.

However, gains are not enough to offset
the added cost of the warm building,
especially the powdr required. for

. .ventilation. Winter, ventilation r
quires air movement of at'least 1
feetper minute per animal while summer
ventilation needs are a minimum of
1,200 cubic feet, per minute. per' animal

' plus pit fans. 'Wit4W2ODztead'warm
-confinement cattle barn, ventilation
requirements will average about 30,000
cubic feet per minute for the year..

-

Cubic

Fans differ as to the amount of air
they will move, but for estimating
purposes a .0 horsepower fan operating
at 0.1 inches of.static pressure can
Obe credited with 20,000 'cubic feet per
minute. Thus, the equivalent of a 1.5

horsepOwer fan would be' needed, year--
round for a 2007head warm confinement
barn. That tanslates into 13,140
horsepower hoUrs or 24,178 kilowatt

-hoprs-more if thdrmostatacontrolled
motora are used during witfter when

less air movement is peeded.

Supplemental heatis needed t'omaintain
cOndensatiow:Control attempeilatUres
below 10:1,: if indoor conditions are
to be majntained-above 350F. Supplying

the:,reCoMmended '400 'British thermal
unit4dr.hour.pek)animal for 30 days
in a;MOderate'clitiate*Ould take 626
.gallons of LP gas;

Calculations

Cost to heat a warm barn:

400 Btu/hr x 24 hr x 30 days x 200
head 57.6 million Btu .+ 92,000 Btu

626 gal LP gas. 626 gal LP gas x $.40 .

$250.40.

Cost to ventilate a warm barn:

Average air movement per animal 150

cubic feet per minute

200 head x 150 cubic. feet per minute,
per head 30,000 cubic feet per minute

Output of 1.0, hp fin' 20,000_: cubic

feet per minute

1.5 hp x 365 days x 24 hours 13,140

horsepower hours

13,140 hp hours x 1.84 kWh per hp
24,178 kWh

24,178 kWh x $0.04 per kWh $967.12

Cost to heat and ventilate a cold barn:

none

Energy Savings at Various Prices

P.Gis

Cents/ga 35c 40c 45c 50c

Annual $219.10 $250.40.$281.70 $313.00

savings

'Electricity

Cents/kWh 3C 4c 5c 6c

Annual $725.34 $967.12 $1,208.90 $1,450.68

savings
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Total $44.44 $1,217.52 $1,490.60 $1,763.68
annual
savings

NOnenergy Costs: A cold confinement
barn for 200 feeder cattle will cost
abqut $10,000 less thah a warm barn.
Annual costs for the cold barn are
$1,500 less than for the warm barn in
addition to reduced energy costs.

Source:. Beef Housing.ind Equipment
Handbook, MWFS-6, Midwest Plan. Service,
loWa State Univ.; Ames, Iowa, 1968, p. 9.r.



Example of enetgy savitml Relampi4 okportunilies
(Allcosta:are figUrps at 4 centst'per kllowott-hour.
The annual anvings.:include normal ballast Ions.)

Area
, .

12.hburs daily use

Re lamp f tom To

1 250-watt
mercury vapor

,To saveannually
. _ .

Approximate
investment
necessary

2 300 -watt
incandescent

Night 'light

-floodlights. $59.96 $115 to $130

6 hours 'daily use

1 200-watt l 100-WattOutside lighting
incandescent mercury vapor. $7.96 , $50 to $70

3 hours daily use

.FarroWing.house 8 100-watt 4 40-watt.

(20 "crate).: incande,stent '.fluorescent $40 to $48

2 hours daily use

6 100-watt 3 40-wattklutsery

ft2)

Hog horn

incandescent

16 100-watt

fluorescent,

8 40-watt

$12.84 $30 to $36

(3;000 ft2) incandescent fluorescent $34.24 $80 to $96

'Feed house 1 100-watt 1 20-watt
(1,000 ft2) incandescent fluorescent $2.20 $8 to $10

1 hour daily use

Cattle 'shed 6 100-Watt 3 40-watt
(3,000..ft ) incandescent fluorescent '$6.42 $30 to $36'

Hay ahed _ 3 150 -watt. 1 1.75watt
'H..(34000 ft?) . ,incandescent .mercury yapor $3.05 $65. to $80

Shop 4 100 - watt 2 40-watt
incandescent . fluorescent $4.28 $20 to $24

Note: Some bf the relanwings are not economical at current prites. These were included
to give information that cailthe used in planning for the needs of future building or
remodelings. Also, the life of fluorescent.and mercury and sodium vapor lamps is much
Longer than incandescent. lamps. However, fluOrescents do not work well in cold barns.
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-
SAVING ENERGY IN LIVESTOCK OPERATIONS

LEMOTOMD.

Try to cut lighting costs by a fourth.
While they are a small part of a live-
stock OtOducer's total electric bill,
the savings can be worth the. effort.
A 150-watt bulb left on overnight (12
houi0 consumes 1.8 kilowatt hours,
and this adds up to several hundred
kilowatt houts or $20 to $30 in a year.

Use the lowest possible bulb wattage.
Clean light fixtures, and eliminate
unnecessary lights to reduCe lighting
bills. Inside, fluorescent bulbs pro-
vide. four times the light of indandes-
centbUlbs. Outside,. where possible,
use a mercury vapor.lamp to provide

_twice as much light as an incandescent
lamp per unit of egergyused. Sub-
stitimion of one Me0-watt incandescent
bulb for two 60-watt bulbs generates a
16 peicent energy saving,and provides
approximately the same number ofllumens.

a

Units used to measure lighting are
lumens, watts, foot candles, and hours.
The light output of a bulb is measured
in lumens,. and the amount of electricity
consumed in watts. A foot candle indi-
cates the lumens that fall on 1 Square
foot of surface.. The life span of a
bulb is measured in hours. Some of
this information is printed on the
light bulb package. A OomparatiVe
reading'of these packages may reveal
that one kind of bulb has-a longer life
than. a "soft", or tinted, incandescent
bulb of the same wattage.
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Table --Comparison of characteristics of lamps

Type
of.

lamp

Size

by
watts

;Average
output in
lumens

Average
hours of

life

Incandescent
(standard):

C.;

25

40
60

100
150
200
300

225

430
810

1,600
2,500
3,500
5,490

750
to

1,000 2/

Fluorescent 15 ' 660
(standard) 20. 1,000 18,000

40 3,200

Mercury
(clear) 75 2,800

100 3,800
175 7,500 24.,000

250 11,600
400. 21,000
700 39,000

Metal halide 175 12,000
400 w341000 '15,000

1,000 95,000

Sodium ', 250 25,500'
(high-pressure) 400 47,000 16,000

1,000 130,400

Average
lumens per
watt 1/

9

11

14

16

17 I

18

18

40

45

50

75

100

1/ Includes ballast requirements,..if necessary; rating not available
for all size and types of lamps.

2/ Longer life lamps (up to 3,500 hours) are available at a high
cost. They. produce 10-15 percent fewer lumens'per watt.

Source: Campbell, Lowell. and Henry M. Cathey, "Outdoor Lighting Has
Many Roles," 1973 Yearbook Agriculture, USDA Yearbook Separate No. 3854

P. 190.
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Before changing lighting,. walk around
facilitiesiboth indoors and outdoors.
Note the areas which appear over- or
under-lighted. An individual evaluation
of the amount of. light needed may be
-adequate. To be more accurate, use a
light meter. With the aid of a simple
light meter and the tabulation below,
'you .can match the amount of light

.provided to specific tasks to be
,performed.

Recommended Illumination Levels

Two simple rules will help one to use
a light meter and the above tabulation
more effectively.'

1.. To obtain an accurate measure, hold
the light meter 30. inches away from a
wall and 30 inches from the floor.

2. Also, try to determine the age of
the bulbs in each area. If they are
old, their light will be weak and
give an inaccurate indication of the
lighting level when new bulbs are
installed.

Area or visual task. Foot candles

Feeding, inspection, and cleaning
Reading charts and records
Close inspection of animals.

20.

30

50
Washing and sanitizing utensils 100
Preparing and processing feeds 10
Livestock housing (heat detection, general ,healih)

.7
Machinery storage

. 5
Farm 'office 70
General' inactive areas (to discourage prowlers) .2
Yards and paths

1
Service areas. (fuel storage, building entrances) 3

Source: Krewah,- Albert V., "Farm Lighting,"

Farmers Bulletin 2243-rUSDA, Dec. 1969, pp. 10-12.

4 2
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LIGHTING

EXAMPLE OF ENERGY SAVINGS BY CAREFUL
ATTENTION TO LIGHTING USE *

One farMer reported a.savings of 400
kilowatt hours on his electrical bill
when'histired man quit and.he had to
hire a different one. Apparently, the
first hired man'had a hard time remem-
bering t6 turn off the lights This
400 - kilowatt hour decrease may seem
like an unduly large amount, but when
it itA3roken down to the amount of
100-Watts bulbs:that would have to be
ravcontinUously, it Is not unreasonable.
Just six 100-watt hulbs being used
continuously.woUld.colmMe 5,256
kilowatt hours in a year

*See other example's of lighting con-
'servation.on page 32.

SAVING ENERGY IN LIVESTOCK OPERATIONS

$210.24 in energy by careful attention
savings per year lighting

Calculations

100 Watts x 24 hours per day x 6.bulbs =
14,400 watt-hours per day

14,400 watt-hours per day x 365 days
1,000 watts = 5,256 kW

5,256 kW x $.04 kWh = $210.24 per year

Energy
Rates.

SAViAgS At Various Electrical

Cents/kWh 3C - 4C 5C 6C

Annual $157.68 $210.24 $262.80 $315.36
savings It

DRYING GRAIN

Corn harvest usually begins when grain
moisture is 28 to_30 percent. By the

end.tof the harvest season the moisture
of corn in the field is usually around

;:lOvercent. Harvested corn usually
averages 23 percent moisture content.

Corn.to'be sold at harvest must be
dried to 15.5 percent moisture or sold
at a:discount. To be stored on the

36

farm, it is normally dried to 13 to
15.5 percent moisture depending upon .
how long it is to be stored. Usually,
8 to 10.percentage points of moisture
are removed from corn during the
drying process.

Grain drying is too complex a process
and done in too many ways to make a
thoroue set of recommendations here.
Nevertheless, a few examples to show,
the possibilities for energy savings
follT3



DRYING GRAIN

EXAMPLE OF SAVING ENERGY THROUGH THE
FEEDING OF HIGH MOISTURE CORN 2/

A farmer harvests, dries, and feeds
20,000 bushels of No. '2 corn each year
to finish 350 steer calves to slaughter
weight or produce 200 litters of hogs
in a farrow-to-finish operation. If
he removes-9.5 points of moisture, from
25 to 15.5 percent moisture, he starts
with about 22,660., bushels of wet corn.

If he uses a batch -in -bin drying system,
he has $24,850 invested in equipment
with an annual cost of $2,955 for this
fixed investmeng. The operating costs
for this system re $2,753 of which LP ,

gas is $1,507 ( . 75. gallon of LP per 2:,,f

point of moisture r moved at $.40 peri,:*t
gallon of LP), and 227 is for electriO*14
city (.15 kilowat hour of electricity
per bushel for the dryer and .1
kilowatt hOur per b shel for aeration-.
during storage).' T e total annual
costs of No. 2 corn for this system is
$.285 per bushel.

$47.57 to $522.11
net energy savings
from feeding high

moisture corn.
versus high temper-
ature drying

For an oxygen-free,porn storage system'
using a 25 by 65-foot upright silo,' the
investment costs are $38,610 for:equip-
ment with an annual cost of $4,184 for
this fixed investment. The operating
costs are $1,476 of which diesel fuel
is .$7.0 to operate the tractot-powered
blower for 45.7 hours The total
annual costs per bushel equivalent of '

No. 2 corn for this system is $.283.
Cost of the two systems are essentially
the same, but drying takes $1,734 of
the energy annually; the high moisture
system, $70. A price for propionic
acid of $.36 per pound makes acid

-,treatidg of corn much more expensive
.

'than drying or fermenting the corn.
%However, acid treating can be used with

As long as the corn is going to be fed
to.cattle or hogs, drying is not the
only preserving method one can use.
High moisture corn can be placed in an
it -tight storage structure and pre=

through fermentation. Propionic
acid allows preservation of high
moisture corn without fermentation.
The animals will gain the same no matter
which preserving method is used.

2/ Material for this example was
provided by. Julius Edwards from his
Master's thesis, "Economics of Energy
Use Under Selected Alternative
Technologies for IllinoisHog Produc-
tion," Univ. of Illinois.

many'existing,,stmge struCturrion-..
farms and may be justifiable under''§Oidel-
conditions such as a,shortage of gas.
Also acid-treated corn may be sold to
another farmer for feeding more easily
than fermented corn. .

A farmer can reduce energy .use by feed-
ing high moisture corn. However, he
may reduce flexibility in marketing
his crop, allay ereate,complicationg in
ration formulation, and may precipitate
changes in methods of feeding. Weigh
the options carefully before making a
change.

-(continued on page 38)
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Calculations

High temperatn'A-dryingp:-

percent beginning moisture corn -

15.5 ending moisture corn
9.5 perc tage points of moisture
remelted.

9,5 percentage,points of moisture re-
moved x 0.0175 gal of LP'gas per

percentage point of moisture removed x
22,669 bu of 25/percent corn
3,767.225 gal of LP gas.

38

3,767.225 gal of LP gas x $.40 per gal
of LP $1,506.89.

(0.15 kWh of electricity for dryer +
0.1 kWh of electricity for aeration),x
22,660 bu of 25 peicent corn 5,665 kWh.

is

5,665 kWh x$.04 per kWh $226.60

Oxygen-free storage

45. hours neede4 to fill silo x 3.4
gala; of diesel consumed by a 50-hp
trat#or operating at full power
155.38 gal of diesel.

155;38 01 'of diesel x $.45 per gal
$69.92.

Costs and Savings at Various Energy Prices

High- Temperature Drying

. 14. Gas

Cents/gal 35C 40Q'

cz)

Costs $1,318.53 $1,506.89

Cents/kWh

Costs,

3Q

$ i69.95

Annual $5,462.48
drying
costs

45Q 50Q

$1,695.25 $1,883.61

Electricity

4Q

$ 226.00

$5,707.49

5Q

$ 283.25

$5,992.50

6Q

$ 339.90

$6,197.57

'Oxygen-Free Storage

Diesel Fuel

Cents/gal 40Q 45Q 50Q 55Q

Costs $ 62.15 $ 69.92 $ 77.01 $ 85.46

Annual $5,652.15
oxygen-

05,659.92$5,667.69 $5,675.46

free.storage
Costs

Net. -$ 189.67
savings--
drying versus
oxygen-free
storage

$ 47.57



PRYING GRAIN

EXAMPLE. OF SAVING ENERGY THROUGH BETTER
PLANNING OF. THE CORN HARVEST PROGRAM

Corn that has matured can be handled by
modern combines when the moisture level
'is as high as 30 percent, 'but kernel
breakage is high and harvesting losses'
are increased. One might profitably
delay harvest a few days. During the
early fall, temperatures are usually
rather high. The'rate of field drying
is alio high. Delaying harvest for a
week or 10 days may mean harvesting 25
instead of 30-percent moisture corn.
'.With a relatively small crop, most
producers can wait awhile and still
get the crop into storage well before
bad weather and the high loss period
that occurs later in the year,, Even a
2-row corn combine can harvest 20,000,
bushels of corn from land yielding 100

$190.20 in energy
savings per year
by delaying;corn
harvest and letting

-41culations

5,000 bughels'of
cornfield dry
another 5 percent-
age pdifits

5 points x 5,000 bu x 1.75 gal of -

LP gas = 438 gal

5 points x 5,000 bu x 1.50 kWh =
375 kWh

Energy Savings at Various Fuel Prices

Electricity

Cents/kWh 3c 4c .5c 6C

Annual i11.25 $15.00418.75 $22.50
savings

bushels per acre in just abouatwelve
, 0

LP Gar/
10-hour days.

Most of the corn on a farm will be
harvested at the same moisture content.
Waiting a week or 10 days, however,
can well mean that the, first 5,000
bushels comes in at an average of 23
instead of 28 percent moisture. It
'takes about 1.75 gallons of LP gas and
1.50 kilowatts of electricity to remove
one point of moisture from 100 busheks
of corn in a high-temperature drying
systeml, Letting 6,000 bushejs of corn
field dry an extra 5 percentage points
can thus save you about 438 gallons of
LP and 360 kilowatts of

Cents/gal 35c 40c 45c 50C

Annual
savings

$153.30 $175.20 $197.10 $219.00

Total
savings

$164.55 $190.20 $215.85 $241.50

gas electricity.
Also, the dryer corn will combine with
less damage and loss, and it will con-
tain less trash and fines thereby
reducing problems in storage.
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DR IfIPIG ItA114

EXAMPLE OF SAVING ENERGY THROUGH $386 in net energy and storing 20,000

SELECTING THE RIGHT SIZEOF.STORAGE AID. savings per year .bushels of Corn,

BINS FOR CORN * by-varying-ending - in three,bins.
moisture levels . instead of one.

A.20,000 bushel bin plus perforated
floor and aeration fan presently'costs
aboUt $12,000. Three,6,670 bushel bins
similarly equipped cosfabout $15,000
-Or$3,000

The initial: cost savings provide a
strong incentive for building large
grain bins; but they may cost more
than' smaller bins in extra drying.
Costs.. Corn to be stored through the
hot summer months must 'be dried to 13
or 14 percent moisture, or it may not
keep.

Corn can be stored satisfactorily at
much,higher moisture levels.without
either spoiling or ftrmenting if it
can be kept cool. For example, corn
containing 20 percent moisture can be
kept in storage about 60 days if it
can be cooled quickly to 45°F. This
is easy to accomplish with night air
in the latter part of the harvest

. 'season inthe Corn' Belt. The bin
containing cool, high moisture corn
can then be'fed,out.before, warm weather
comes.

. Several small bins rather than one
large bin provide the flexibility to
.vary moisture content of corn. according
to use periods. Drying 20,000 buShels.
of No. 2 corn equivalent from an aver-
age harvest moisture of 23.5 percent'
(22,200 bushels of wet corn) to 14.
percent moisture for year-round storage
takes about 3,691 gallons of 12gasmind
3,164 killowatt hours of electricity.

Suppose instead one uses three 6;670
bushel Ws. Early harvest corn
averaging 25 percent moisture is dried
to 14 percent and put in one bin for.
summer feeding. Mid-harvest corn
averaging 23 percent is dried to 18
percent', cooled as the season progresses,
and'kept forfeeding in the spring.

'eLaie harvegt corn averaging 20 percent
moisture is put in the third bin'.
_directly from the, combine, cooled. with 1.

natural air and fed during the winter.
Aeration is necessary for all corn
regardless of moisture.or bin size.

The three-binsystem resultsjin an
annual savings of about $806'fOr dry-
-ing-1-1,856 gallons- ofLF gasand 1,591
kilowatts of electricity. pie annual
Cost.of the $3,000 additional invest7
ment in smaller bins at 14 percent is
.$420. Set gain for the flexible.
system is about.$386 a year.
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alcUlatiOns

Alnebin System:

20 000.bu of NO 2 corn = 22,200 bu o..
.

;5:perdent corn

Average beginning moisture - 23.5
Percent

AvetIge ending moisture

Moisture removed: 23.5
.5 points

- 14.0 percent

to 14:0 =

.5 points x 22;200 bu x 1.75 aal
LP per hundred bu per point = 3,691

'LP

.5 points x 8,200 bu x 1.50 kWh
per hundred bu per point = ,164 kWh

Three-bin system:

Summer: 6,670 bu No. 2 corn = 7,560
bu of 25 percent corn -

Spring: 6,670 bu No. 2 corn = 7,360
bu of 23 perceAt corn

Winter: 6,670 bu No. 2 corn = 7,080
bu of 20 percent, corn

ummer: 25-14 =9 points (moisture)

9 points x 75.6 hundred bu. x 1.75 gal
of LP per hundred bu per point = 1,191
gal-LP

9,points X.75.6 hundred. bu x 1.'50 kWh
per `.hundred bu per point = 1,021 kWh

A
SPring: 2318 5 points (moisture)

5'Points x.73.6-hundred bu x 1.75 gal
:per-hundred'buithel'per point =-644

Hgal.

x 73;6-hundredbu X 1.50 kWh
per .hundred buShels per,point.= 552 kWh

Winter: No .drying

Total energy use: 1,835 gal LP gas
and 1,573 kWh electricity

Difference: 1,856 gal LP gas and 1,591
kWh of electricity

Added investment st: $3,000 addAitonal
for smaller bins.x .14 investment Alt =
$420

Energy savings: $80604 -. $420 =
$386.04 per year,

Dollars Saved at Various Fuel Prices

LP Gas

Cents/gal 35g 40g 45g 50g-

Annual $649.60 $742.40 $835.20 $928.00
savings

Electricity

Cents/kWh

.Annual

savings

3g

$47.73

40

$63.64

5g 6g

$79.55$95.46

(

Total $697.33 $806.04 $914.75 $1,023.46
savings
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SAVING; ENERGY IN LIVESTOCK OPERATIONS

IIIRIGATINGWITIISPRINKLERS

Enetgy demands for sprinkler irrigation
can bg high -BecaUse of the avail-
ability of water, either because of a
permit allocation or its relatively
low coat, irrigators may not always
employ the best water management
techniques. Many times too much water

42

goes.on afield only to run off or
.evaporate. Excess water pumping may
be more expensiVe than many irrigators:
realize. Irrigate strictly according
to crop and soil needs to reduce
annual.Water application and energy
Cost substantially without lower
Yields.- High yields of pasture and
haycrops.require,supplemental
irrigation throughout much of the
Western half of the United States.

Table 6--Diesel fuel required per are

water applied at various pressures 11
for 1 foot of

Lift
(feet) 20 psi 40 psi 60 psi 80 psi 100 psi

50
100
200
300
400
500

Gallons

15 22 28

22 29 36

37 44

52. 59 66

68 74'; 81

83 90 96s.

35

43

58.

73

88
-04

42

50
65

80
95

111

1/ One gallon of diesel fuel produces about the same

work as 1.4 gallons of gaaoline.

Source: Energy Facts and Figures, EM-3943, Washington.
State Univ., Pullman, Wash., 'Aug. 1975.

Tabi -Kilowatt-hours per acre-foot Of.water applied

at ver s preSsures

Lift
(feet). 20 psi 40 psi 60 psi 80 psi 100 psi

50
100
200
300
400
Coo

'Kilowatt -hours

192 260 350 440

280 350 440 525
455 525 610 700

3

630 700 790 875

800 875 960 1,050
'980 1,050 1,140 1,230

510
600
.790

950
1,120
1;290

Source: Energy Facts and Figures, EM.1943, Washington

State Univ., Pullman, Wash., Aug. 1975
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IUIGATING Won SPRINKLERS

EXAMPLE OF ENERGY SAVINGS BY USE .0F,
AUTOMATIC TIMERS ON IRRIGATION.PUMPS

Installation of timers to. automatically
switch off pumps can result.in con-
siderable energy savings. Not only
,does a, timer eliminate the need to get
up and turn off a pump during the
inconvenient nighttime hours, but it
also decreases overapplication of water
Which can result in plant and' soil
damage, and.wasted energy use..,.

e.

Consider,a situation where thkpamps
run unnecessarily 25 hours ajear be-
cause there is no one to attend ihe
cut off switches. On a medium. ressure
well (60 pounds per square inch) and a
200-fOot lift with .a system: delivering
500 gallons per minute, $53 in energy
savings could be realized annually with
a diesel pump; $56 with an electric

The .cdat of automatic ..timers ranges flora
$9 to $31 plus installatiOn, costs of
$3 to $5.

$28.78 to $32.12
in net energy
savings per year

Calculations

Diesel-powered pump

25 hours x 60 minutes per hour:x 500
ggl per minute t 326,000rgal Per acre
foot = 2.3 acre feet

2.3 acre feet x 51 gaItof diesel per
acre foot x $.45 per gal of diesel =
$52.78

Net savings:(1$52.78 fuel' savings -
$24 timer and'installation cost =
$28.78

Dollars
Prices.

Saved at Various Dieael.Fuel

Cents/gaI -'50c 55

Annual $46.92,$52.78 $58.65$64.52
savings -

Electric powered pump

2.3 acre feet x 610 kWh per acre foot x
$.04 per kWh = $56.12

Net savings: $56.12 electril savings -
.$24 timer and installation costs =
$32.12

Dollars Saved at Various Electrical
Rates

Cents/kWh 3C --5C

Annual ,$42.09 $56.12 $70.15 $84.18
savings
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:;;PRIGATING WITH SPIIINKLIIRS

EXAMPLE OF ENERGY-. SAVINGS BY MAINTAINING $114.75 to $127.00 year per 40-acre
IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT IN EFFICIENT in energy savings field
CONDITION

Keep irrigati
.Cher

S

tpment in good .

repair. -
AziN

the sprinkler
lines for K Inspect yOurosprink-
ler.noziles. enlarge after being
used.for a time, an may apply water at
-a,greaterj.ate than, the soil can
acceptIt... Enlarged. sprinkler, nozzles
also shorten the,distance water, Is
thrown., overload the.PUmp, and cause a
pressUrel-drop, that increases the drop=
let size. Investigate the efficiency
Of the well. tlogged.perforations or
water, screens at the water bearing
strata may prevent water flowing freely
into the welL

Suppose that inefficiencies in the
irrigation system:due to lack of main- Annual - $102,00.$114.75 $127.50 $140.25
tenance fesUlt in a 5-percent increase savings
in .the'workload of the pump: On a 40-
acre field using a medium power system
(60 pounds per square inch)'and a 200- Electric-powered pump
foot lift,d'elivering 30 acre inches

.

per crop year, this can/trmount to over 2.5 acre feet x 610 kWh per acre foot =
$100 per year. 1,525 kWh

Calculations.

Diesel-powered pump

2.5 acre feet x 51 gal' of diesel per
acre foot = 127.5 gal of diesel

127.5 gal of diesel x .05 energy loss x
40 acres x $.45 per gal of diesel =
$114.75.

Dollars Saved at Various Diesel Fuel
Prices

Cents /gal 40c 45c . 50c 55c

Nonenergy Costs :, Cost of materials
used in maintenance may well exceed
energy cost savings. However, other
benefits will accrue in better water
distribution and increased equipment
life.

1,525 kWh x .05 energy loss x 40 acres x
$.04 'per kWh= $127

Dollars Saved at Various Electrical
Prices

Cents/kWh '3c 4c 5C 6c

Annual $91.50 $127.00 $152.50 $183.00
savings



EXAMPLE OF ENERGY SAVINGS BY IRRIGATION _$194.50 to $209 in
ACCORDING TO PLANT NEEDS net energy savings

Ponding at the lOWer end-nfthe field
And water flowing alOntthe roads is
evidence of overwatering. Irrigate
according to plant needs rather than
folloWing a set number of days on the
:calendar.. You can improve irrigation
effiCieticy.by using aids such as. soil
augers, evaporation panS,Hand moisture
meters. They help'to-accurately
determine when and how much to apply.
They:are-much.better than trying to
eyeball it. The results are reduced
total water used in:aseason, reduCed
energyiised'for pumping, and increased
Moneyjn your pocket.

O
. .

Suppose that overwatering
10- percent waste of water 'per yeaW._
Assume also a mediumpowerrequirement:.
of 60 pounds'iper square inch and a 200-.
joot lift on a side roll system cover-
ing 40 acres with 30 acre inches applied
per year. The extra water puMped
requires 12:75 gallons of diesel fuel,
or 152.5 kilowatt hours per .acre. On
a 40 -acre field this could mean $230
or more i,year in saved energy.

E0nenergy Costs:-Cost of monitoring
equipment ranges.from $20 to If
it lastivmore than one year,.the net
Sayings will'be greater than shown
in this example:

per year per 40-
acre field

Calculations

Diesel-powered pump

0.25 acre foot x 51 gal of diesel per
acre foot = 12.75 gal of diesel

12.75 gal of diesel x 40 acres x $.45
per gal of diesel = $229.50

Net savings: .$229.50 diesel saving -
$35 cost of monitoring equipment =
$194.50

Dollars Saved at Various Diesel Fuel
Prices

cents/gal 40e 45e 50e 55e

Annual $204.00 $229.50 $255.00 $280.50
savings

Electric-powered pump

0.25 acre
152.5 kWh

foot x 610 kWh per acre foot =

152.5 kWh x 40 acres x $.04-per kWh
$244

Net savings: $244 electric savings
$35 costs of monitoring equipment =
$209

Dollars Saved at Various Electrical
Rates

Cents/kWh 3e 4e 5C 6C

Annual $183 $244 8305 $366 .

savings



ILICORDIMING

Most livestock producers know how ,much
their'electricity and fuel bills have
gone up during the Dist years, but few
know how many kilowatt hours of
electricity or gallons of diesel, gas-
oline, or LP gas they use or what
they use it for. in evaluating the
amount of energy used on the farm, look

-at the amount needed to perform
different tasks. The recordkeeping
cbsrts in this section will help pro-
ducers determine where and in what
'amounts they use energy.

Recording Energy Use

The following six recordkeeping tables
will help a producer to keep track of-
total energy use by-type and. assign the
right portion of it to livestock pro-

duction. Energy Recordkeeper. Number 1

is for electricity. If power for the
livestock facilities goes through a
separate meter, then the producer makes
one entry in the livestock column of
Energy Recordkeeper Number 1. If the
electric power all goes through ,only
one meter', the producer will have to
estimate average kilowatts used follow-
ing the suggestions in the footnotes
to Energy Recordkeeperyumber 1.

Energy. Recordkeeper Number 2 is for LP

or natural gas. If a producer uses LP
land natural gas, he will have to use a
separate sheet for each.

Energy Recordkeepers NUmber 3 and
Number 4 are for tractor fUel Energy..

Recordkeeper Number 3 is for the total
tractor use and includes a column for
hourly fuel use. Hourly fuel use can
;be an early warning that the tractor
or equipment needs some attention. It

,alsoindicatei the energy demands of
different operations. Energy Record-
keeper Number 4 is for tractor time
-and fuel used in livestock production'
and uses information from Recordkeeper

Number 3.

Energy Recordkeepers Number 5 and Number
6 are for truck and automobile fuel.
These are'set up to utilize odometer
readings and to figure miles per gallon.

. Allocation of truck and auto use may.
be even more difficult.than allocation'
of tractor hours. Approximate in
instances-where a detailed.log of use
is'not. maintained.
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Energy Recprdkeeper NuMber...1

(electricity use record 197_)

Month
and
year

-Kilowatts
Total-7

kiloWatts 1/
for

home use 2/.

Kilowatts'
for

livestOck 3/

Kilowatts
for other

. farm work 3/

January

February.

March

April

y.

June

July-

August

September

October

November

December

Year.

1/ Record from monthly utility bill. Only coilumn 3 will be necessary if
livestock are served through a separate meter. (

2/ Record an allowance for home use, typically 500 to 600. kilowatt hours
per month excluding air conditioning and electric'heat.See table 8 on page
53 for guides on selected home equipment..

3/ Estimate'kWh of eledtricity either for livestock or other farm purposes,
whichever is the easiest, and assign the remainder to the use not estimated.
For example% much electric power is often used in grain drying where both
motor size and hours of operation are known. After deducting electricity for
home use, the remainder minus thatfor grain drying, a little for the shop,
and a yard light would be chargeable to Aivestock.
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::EhergyRecordkeeper Number 2

(LP or natural gas use record 197.)

Month
and
year

Total Gallons-for ----Gallons-for

gallons livestock other farm work

(or ft3) 1/ (or ft3).2/ (or ft3) 2/

January

February.

March

April

May

June

July

August.

September

October

November

December. :

Year

,t

:1/ Read tank gauge or Meter. Deduct amount for home use if both farm and

hOM;USe the same supply.
2/ Estimate the use for.-whichever is, clearest and leave the remainder for,

the other. For example, other farm work may be grain drying for which both

hours of use.and gas consumption per-hour 'are easily figured. Charge the

remainder:to livestock.



Enerki''Recordkeeper Number 3

(tractor fuel use record 197)

Date
Filled

TractorNo;-1-1- )-1/
Hour
meter

reading 2

January 3 ..1,680

January 6 1,690

Jaaudry.10."

Hours
use

-Fuel

Per
Total hour

Tractor No. 2 ( ') 1/

Hour
meter

reading 2/
Hours
use

Fuel

Hours Gallons

10 35 3.5

1/- 'Record fuel.imed--diesel,-gasollUe.oritP gas.
2/ At. first record hour meter reading-and gallOgsof fuel:added to

cqmpletely.fill the tank At next filling,, record .new hOur meter reading, figure'
operating time and fuel' use per hour. ContinUe as running record and compute
.totals and averages for the year.

I Hours.

Per

Total hour
Gallons
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Energy ReCordkeeper Number 4

(tractor time and:fuel chargeable to livestock 197_)

: and

year

Tractor NO. I ( ) 1/

Hours fOr
livestodc.2/

---Fuel-use
Per
hour Total

Tractor No. 2 ( ) 1/
Fuel:tse_3/

Hours for Per,"
livestock 2/ hour Total

Hours ' . Gallons Hours Gallons

. January:

February

Marth

April

May

June

July

August
it

-.-

September

October

,-NoVember.

,-December

Year

1/ Recorcr fuel used7-dieSeli gasoline or 14). gas.

tractors' used in livestock production or forage harvesting.

hoUrs:of use for each tractor is known from RecordkeeperNumber 3. Make

:here of , the hours spent :each Month on livestock workand forage

414rv64tAlig: Dates of foeling and operating times from Recordkeeper NuMber 3

;;should
. 3/Fuel use per hour depends on the load on the tractor. Consult hourly

:F !use' rates by. dates in Recordkeeper Number 3 to help set accurate fuel_use

l'Ateg p ho u



.Af
EnergY Recordkeeper Number 5

(truck and auto fuel'Use record 197)

Date
filled

Truck No. Truck No. 2 (

Odometer
reading 2/ Miles

fuel
Total Miles
gal per gal

OdOmter
reading 2/ Miles

) 1/

Fuel
Total Miles
gal per gal.

,JanUnry 3 8,200

January 6 8,360 160. 20

.January,10

Year .

1/ Record fuel used-- gasoline, diesel, or LP gas.:
.

.'.,2/ At first filling, record odometer reading and gallons of fuel added.to'comOldtely:
fill the tank. At next filling, record new odometer.reading, figure milestfavet gd,:and miles per gallon'of fuel. COntinue a running record and compute totalit!'arid;a ekageW:. ,

v-for .the' year. -
> : ,

.

. .



orgy Recordkeeper Number 6 r

'truck and auto tiles and, fuel chargeable to livestock 191)

liable 8,

Since farmers may have lheit
household electricity

on the same meter as the electricity
used in farming, we

are including the, following table
do the reader may estimate

the
electric power used in the home.

Annual energy requirement
of 'eleCtric household

appliances

Est, kWh

coaiumed J
consumed

annually 11,

annually 11,,

Truck No. 1 ( 11
..iruck,NO. 2 ) 11

,.Miles per

:ock 11 livestock "gallon 3L

es per

gallon 31 _g lone

Mflea or To tal

_gallons_

Miles per

_gallon -31

Total

FOOD PREPARATION

Blender

Broiler

. Carving knife

Coffee her

Deep fryer

Dishwasher.

Egg cooker

Frying pan

Rot plate

Mixer

Oven, Microwave (only)

Range

with oven

with self- cleaning oven

Roaster

SandwiCh grill

Toaster

Trash Compactor.

Waffle iron,

Waste disposer

FOOD PRESERVATION

Freezer (15 f t3)
1,195

Freezer (froatless 15.f t3) 1,161

I Record, ftiel'UseHiesel, or gas.=.),

d Total miles driven for each veRi,cle.is komm,fro Energy
Recordlteeper No, 5. Make your estimate here of the miles

each mend', on livestock :Work' and ioragkhatvestiog.
Dates of fueling and mines driven from Energy Recordkeeper

NO, 5hduld kelp ;

en'd 'Os h. spmed add land. Consult ilea per gallon of fuel by dates in Energy Recordkeepet

$ tb akeu r gallon. 0

COMFORT CONDITIONING

15 Air cleaner

100
Air conditioner (room)

8
Bed covering

106
Dehumidifier

83
Fan (attic)

363
Fan (circulating)

14
Fan (rollaway)

186 Fan '(window)

90
Beater (portable).

13 Heatiag pad

190
humidifier

1,175,

1,205

205

33

39

50

22

30

Refrigerator (12 f t3)
728

Refrigerator (frostless 12, f t3) 1,217

Refrigerator/freezer (14,f 0) 1,131

(Frostleaa 16 f t3)
1,829

Clothes dryer
993

Iron (hand)
.144

-Washing machine (automatic)
103

Washing machine (nonautomatic)
76

Water heater
4,811

ROME ENTERTAINMENT

Radio

Radiolrecord player

Televition

black 6 white

tube .type

solid, state

color

tube type

solid state

110DSEWARES

Clock

Floor polisher

SewingMachioe

Vacuum cleaner

216

860 2/

147

311

291

43

138

110

116

10

163

86

109

350

120

660

440

'11

15

11

46

When using these figures for
projections, such factori

as the size of the specific
appliance, the geographic area of use; and individual

usage shoilld be than into
consideration.

' 21 Based on 1,000 hours
of operation per year,

This figure will vary widely
depending

on area and specific size of unit

Source: EleCiric Energy Association,
90 Park Ave New' York,

New York

o

f10."
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ESTIMATING ENERGY USE

EVery firmer or rancher ihstuld start

keeping records by making a job -by -job

buildup of the energy requirements of

the thingsthat he does in liVestock
production.

ILMCMCKTITANDGAS

Tables 4! 8? and 9 and figure 4*can be

used as a first'approximation of energy

use by various production systems.
However, get an engineer to assist in
planning a total system.

\ 4

Grain drying should be considered in
any evaluation of energy use in live-

stock production because: (1). the

processing and storage of graimis an
inseparable part of the livestock
production system; (2) grain drying
requires lots of energy, especially LP
or natural gas, often twice as much as

that spent on all other grain producing
activities combined; and (3) alternatives
are avaSLable for storing, preserving,

and feeding grain without drying it.
Grain drying, however, has not been
included in the energy use tables be-
cause it is affected by too many

variables. Producers, are advised to

get spectal reports from their State

Extensiat Services on options available
for drying grain and for handling high

moisture grain.

Small Illectric motors are less efficient

than large motors. Horsepower and
kilowatt hours are equated on a 1-to-
1 basis only for large motors. For

example, a 1-horsepower electric
motor uses an average of 1.84 kilo-

Watts per hour of operation; a 10-
horsepower motor uses 11.50 kilowatts

per hour. With three-phase service
the 1-to-1 ratio more closely ap-
proximates actual use of electricity,
but even here the smaller motor is
less efficient than the larger ones.

*Table .4, page 14 Figure 4, page 26

Table 8, page 53 :

Table 9, page 56

'ENACTOR FUEL.

The rate at which tractors use fuel

while doing different work is trot well

documented or understood. MOStplanning'
guides provide just One rate. Howevei,

,Nebraska tests on tractors provide data

to make much more accurate estimates

of fuel use: Figures 5*(dieSel) and 6*

(gasoline),have been developed from
the'Nebraska test data to help in

estimating tractor fuel use per hour.

The data reflect average's for tractors

tested since 1969, assume that engines

are properly tuned, and exclude four-

wheel drive units.
t

Figure 5 shows fuel use per hburlor
fivediesel.tractors ranging from 50

.to 150 horsepower. Two fuel estimating

lines-are given for each size tractor;

one for full engine speed 'and one for

half engine, speed. Near full engine

speed is needed for most poWer takeoff

Operations.

Take the 100-horsenower diesel tractor

in figuref5 as an example. 'place's'

straight edge across the page. At full

engine- speed developing the maximum of

100 horsepowerfuel use is about 6.7

gallons per hour. Move the.straight
edge down the page until the.100.
horsepower tractor.is developing only

50 horsepower at full engine speed.

'Read along the left side of the page to

find that fuel use has dropped to 4.4

.gallons per hour. :Similarly, full
engine speed for the 100 - horsepower
diesel tractor will'use 2.2 gallons of

fuel per hour when there is no load on

the tractor. Do the same for 'the 100-
hoisepowergasoline tractor in figure.6;

fuel Used per hour is considerably

higher at each level. Commonly, diesel

tractors 'use only about 70 percent as'

much fuel per hour as gasoline tractors

of the same size'doing the same work.

*Figure 5, page 70
Figure 6, page:11



For tractors other than the sizes given
in figures 5 and 6, simply draw in fuel
estimating lines for these sizes. For
example, to estimate fuel use per hour
for a 60-horsepower tractor, read up
from 60 horsepower along the bott f

---the-right-figure-until the-diagona
"line. that passes throughzero in the
lower left corner of-the(figure is
intersected. Then with a straight
edge draw a fuel estimating line for
a 60-horsepower tractor parallel to
the others in the figure.

Many jobs do not require full (standard
for power takeoff) engine speed of the
tractor: Reducing engine speed saves

The effeci on fuel useper"hour
of half speed is shown in figured 5
and 6. The vertical arrows indicate
the drop in fuel use per hour, the
maximum horsepower that can be develop-
ed at:half speed, and the beginning of
the fUel estimating line for half
speed.

To draw fuel estimating lines for half
speed for tractors other than the
sizes given, take 58 percent of the
rated horsepower for diesel. tractors
or 61 percent for gasoline tractors.
Start the half speed fuel estimating
line from the diagonal at that point.
For. example, 58 percent of the 60-
horsepower diesel used in the previous
example is 35 horsepOwer. Read up
from 35 horsepower to the diagonal
line passing through zero. Then set ,*
the half speed fuel estimating line
for the 60-horsepower tractor parallel.
to the other estimator lines in the
figure.

Many tractor-powered jobs in livestock
production require power for three
purposes: (1) to operate the machine,
usually pto power; (2) to move the

. weight of the equipment; and (3) to
move the weight of the tractor. Build

---up- the power- requirements for the job
by estimating each demand on the tractor
engine.

.Table lie gives power requirementguides.
If the equipment used is not listed in
table 10, pick an item with"similar
operating characteristics. Do not
confuse power guidelines listed in
table 10 with performance of the typical
suburban lawn and garden tractors. of
10 to 15 horsepower. They are not the
same as farm-size tractors.

Power to move din implement .'depends on
weight,' speed, and condition of the
travel surface. Estimates in table 11
are based on these three factors.

TRACTOR POWER REQUIREMENTS

Research has measured the power,require-
ments of farm operations and forms the
basis for the guidelines in this section.
Jobs, working conditions, and equipment
also affect power requirements. In
using the guidelines, use judgment
based on experience.

Implement and load weights should be
rounded upward to the nearest whole
ton. .Table 10 is a guide for either
weight or typical operating speed in
miles per hour.

Farming hilly country may require
larger tractors just to haVe,enough
reserve'power to get up alOpes.,'For
example, pulling a load up ,a:10-percent
slope takes about 3 times as, much
horsepower as moving the same load at
the same speed on level' ground..

Table legives the horsepower needed.
to mov& tractors of'35 to 150 horse-
power.over different travel surfaces
at.1 mile per hour. Interpolate for
tractor sizes in between those given
in.table 12. To determine specific
job power requirements, identify the
size of the tractor and conditions of
the travel surface, then multiply the
value in table 12 by the speed.

*Table 10, pages 60-65.
Table 12, page 67



Tsblet-Cuides to use of electricity and gas in livestock production

Function

Light

Litht

Light

Light.

Light

Light

Light

Fence

No freeze

3o freeze

Puip water

Grind & mix'

Pre -mix.

Unload grain

Unload ground

feed

Convey grain

Faci Power unit 1/

Energy per unit

Comment
IL

Elec. LP

Type Size tricity

(kWh)

gas -I/

(gal)

Farrowing house 20 crate Bulbs . 800 watts 720Iy --- Incandescent lamps. House used year round.

Nursery 1,000 ft2 Bulbs 600 watts 430/y . --- Incandescent lamps. House used year round.

Open hog shed 3,000 ft2 Bulbs, 600 watts . 220/y --- Incandescent lamps. ,House used year round.

Closed hog bail 3,000 ft2 Bulbs 1,600 watts', 1,1501y s Incandescent lamps, House used year round.,

Feed house 1,000 ft2 Bulbs 100 watts 360/y Incandescent lamps. House used year round.

Open cattle shed 3,000 ft2 Bulbs 600 watts 430/y , Incandescent lamps. House used year round.

Pole light ...
Lamp 400 watts 1,890/y : '--- Mercury vapor. Used year round.

Electric One unit Charger 10 watts 841y Handles 160 rods of fence,

Water tank 80 gal Heat element 1,000. watts 1,750/y --- For moderate. Zone, Use 125 percent for cold

zone; 50 percent for mild zone (see fig. 4),.*

Waterer 2 drinker Heat element 800 watts 1,450/y. --- For moderate zone. 'Use 125 percent for cold

zone; 50 percent for mild zone (see fig. 4). *

Well 4 inch Motor 1 hp 1:23/1,000 gal --- Lift 60 feet. Greater lifts require more power.

Mixerisill 3ibp Motor .3 hp 7.82/ton --- Medium grind of 0.5 ton per hour.,

.Pre-mixer 250 lb Motor 0.5 hp 1.131ton Mix 1.0. ton per hour.

Boot auger 4 i x 10 ft Motor 0.5 hp 0.16/ton --- 'Unload 7.0 tons per hour.

Boot auger 4 in x 10 ft Motor 0.5 hp '1.23/ton Unload 5.0 tons per hour.

Auger
. 4 in x 10 ft Motor 0,5 hp 0,16/ton --- Convey 7.0 tons per hour. pi 10 feet. Add

0.25 ,hp for each addiiidnal 10 feet.

',See footnotes at end of table.

*Figure 4 13 on page 16.



.T611,9--Cuidel to use of electricity Ind gee in livestock production-- Continued

Facility

Function Type nice

Power unit I/

Type Size

Energy per unit

Elec-

tricity

(kWh) Comment

.Convey ground

Jo Aupy 4 in x 10 ft MotOr. J 0.5 hp 0.23/ton . Convey 5.0 tons per hour for 10 feet. Add

0.25 hp for each edditIonal 10 feet.

Blow feed Pneumatic 1-inch tube Motor

Ventilate . farrowing house 20 crate Motor

3.0 ho 13/ton Requires 1 hp hour per ton per 100 feet.

0.25-2 hp 8,640/y NOW For moderate zone. Use 11B percent for

mild zone; 90 percent for cold zone'.

Neltilate Nursery 1,000 ft2 Motor 0.252 hp 8,6401y For moderate zone, Use 110 percent for

mild zone; 90 percent for cold zone.

Ventilate Closed .bog barn 3,000,1t2 Motor 0.25-4 hp 17,290/y 7-- For moderate one Use 110 percent for

mild zone; 90 percent for cold zone.

Heat A-frame 1 sow Lamp 250 watts 40/litter

4

Used during 8 months cold zone; 6 months

moderate zope; 4 months mild zone.

%

Heat Farrowing house Lamp, 150 watts 1 000/y ... House used year round. For moderate zone.

solid floor 20 crate Gas heater 40,000 Btu O= 800/y Use 150 percent' of lamp and gas; 133 perient

-
,

' ,Fan motor 0.25-1 hp 1,4401y of fan for cold zone. , Use 50 percent of lamp

and gas; 67 percent of fan for mild zone.

.,
.

Heat Farrowing house

sletted,floor 20crate

Gas heiter

Fan Motor

Farrowing

slotted f

40,000 Btu WM. 590/y

0.25-1 hp 1,4401y --- Same except no heat lamp.

24,000 Btu 4701y
.

-, Same except no heat lamp. Water

0.25-1 hp 1,440/y operates same time as fen above,

Ventilate Closed cattle

bare 4,500 ft2 Motor 1.1,0 by 24,200/y

For 200 head of beef cattle in closed, warm

confinement barn, moderate zone. Use 110

percent for mild sone; 90 percent for cold

zone.,

66
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,Table kuides to use of, electricity and gas in livestock production--Continued

Facility Power unit 11
Energy er unit

Co ent

ec-

tricity

(kWh)

12

gas 2/

(gal)

FunCtion
Type Size Type Size

Heat Nursery

solid floor 1,000.ft2

Gas heater 40,000 Btu

Fan motor
0.25-1 hii

. .

House used year round. Fomoderate cone.
.0,...

S80/y Use 180 percent of gas and 133 percent of

120/y lc- fan for cold zone; 45 percent of gas and

67 percent of fan for mild zone.

' Heat Nursery

slotted floor 1,000 ft2

Gasileatel 40,000 Btu

Fan motor 0.23-1 hp

---------------
House,used year roUnd. For moderate zone..

...
780ly , Use*percent of gas and 133 percent of

720Iy, --- fin'Ioi'Aold'zono 45.percent of gas and

67'perdent of fan for mild zone.
..

Unload

ph ,i(I

-","--"-"40.-it

Aerate

lagoon

Sweep

,,,auger

20-ft

diameter Motor 3 hp 3,26/1,000 bu --- Unload 1,200 ,bu dry grain per hour.

Manure

lagoon

--------------7-------.

Requires continuous operation for 9 months

1,960/mo in cold zone,,10 months in moderate zone, '.

1 acre Motor 2 hp 12 months in mild zone.

Oxidize .

manure

.

Oxidation

wheel

'

1 unit Motor S hp

Operates continuously and handles up to

56,410Iy --- 140'feet of r celq.
Os

Pressure

. spray

Booster
,'i

pump

Steam

cleaner

,

500 psi

High

pressure

Motor 0.75 hp---------------
.

Gas heater 40,000 Btu

, Use 4 hours to can 20 crate farrowing

1.59 /h --- house.

Use 6 hours to clean 20 crate farrowing

...
. 0.43/hr house'.

...........f. k''''...

Y Clean

'

Untold 'high

moisture

shelled corn

0 Bottom

silo

unloader 3 hp

.1...........

Motor 3 hp

ft

0.65/ton --- Unload 6 tons per hour, '

Unload corn

, silage'

Bottom silo

unloader 7.5 hp Motor 7.5 hp

....

Unload 6.5 tons per hour, Handles grog's-

1.42Iton --- legume silage at 3.25 tons per hour,

UnlOad coin

silage

lower surface'.

unloader

150-ton

,silo

,

Motor 5.0 hp

.

'Unload 4.5 tons per hour, Handles grass-

1.43/ton --- legume silage at 2.25 tons per hour. .



Table 9--Cuides' to use'of electricity and gas in', livestock production -- Continued

.. !Unction

Facility , 'Power unit 1/

/ Energy per unit

Comment

.

Elec-

tricity

AR)

II)

gat 2/

(gal)

Type She Type, Site

Unload

iorn silage

'-lower surface 470 -ton

Wader .
silo : Motor 5.0 hp

Unload 6.5,tons per hour. Handles grass-

0.99* --- legume silage at 3.25 tone per hour,,

Unload

. corn 'silage

Tower, surface 1,080 -ton

unloader , silo

,

Motor 1.5 hp

Unload 6.5' tone per hour. Handles grass-

1.42/ton... : legume silage at 3.25 tons per hour.

Eleviie .

feeds

Flight

elevator :10" x 20' Motor 1.0 hp

Add 1.0 by for each additional 20 feet of

1.84/h elevator.

Feed by

:auger .

., Auger

feeder '9" x 125' Motor 5.0 hp 6.44/h --- For maximum of 125 feet of auger.

Feed by .

belt

Belt .
feeder .125' Motor 5.0 hp 6.44/h --- For maximum of 125 feet of belt.

loll high

loigture

'belled corn

.

Roller

mill : 10" Motor 5.0 hp

.

1.01 /ton Moisture content 25 percent.

Grind

corn

Hammer

mill 10" Motor ,10.0, hp 5.75/tOn -7. Dry stilled corn.

.

.

1/ Use of electricity by electric motors. is deter' ped at the rates

shown for single-phase motors in table 4. 10

2/'One gallon'Of 12 gas is the equivalent of 92 ft3 of natural gas.

3/ Total wattage of bulbs.

A
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Table 10-- Estimated tractor horsepower to operate selected implements used in livestoCk Priidudion,

typical travel speeds for mobile operations and weight of implement 1/

Operation

Typir

speed

Implement

weight 2/
,

Pto powet
4
for operati 3

4,

141
I

.

Mow, ickle bar stem

plants v

Meath Tons Hotsepower

width.

0f
.

Use hi heap value for heavy.

IrOwth.

0.3-0.4 0.4-0.6 hp per foot of

Mbw, sickle bar,

grasses 0.3-0.4

,

0.5-1.0 hp per foot of width

,O

Use highest value for heavy

growth or mature grasses.

Mow, rotary 5 0.5 3-8 hp per foot of width Use highest value for 'heavy

or tough forages.

Crimp or condition hay 5 1.2-1.5, 1.5-2.5 hpper foot of width Use highest value,for large

volume.

I
Windrower with conditioner

self-propelled 2.0-4.0

,i,

I

.0-3.5 hp per foot of width Use highest value for large

volume.

Ralte hay, side delivery 4 0.3-0.5 0.2-0.3 by Per foot of width Add 50 percent for high moss.

ture (40-70 percent) crops..

Isle bay, 40-60 lb bales 4 1.2-1.8 1.5-2.5 hp peT ton per hour Use higher values for larger

hay inputs. Add weMht of

half-loaded, trailing wagon,

if any.

Bale hey, 0.)5 -ton round bale 1.7-2.0 1.8-2.6 hp per ton per hour m"Add one-half weight of tale

to implement weight.

See footnotes at end, of table.
A



Table 10-- Estimated tractor horsepower to operate selected implements used in. livestock production,

typical travel speeds fin mobile operations and weight of implement 11 -- Continued

,Operation

Typical

speed

Implement

weight 2/ Pto power for operation 3/ Covment

Bale hay, 1.5-ton round bale

Miles/h Tons

It

Horsepower

, Add qpe-half weight of ~bale

to implement weight. 1

4 2.0-2.5 lt8-2.6 hp per ton per hour

Stacking wagon, 1.5-ton stack 4 2.5 1.1-2.5 hp per ton per hourlwentAdd 0.75-ton load to imple-

weight, ,...

1

StaCking wagon, 3.0-ton stack
,

4 4.0 1, ,5 hp per ton per hour Add 1.5-ton.loato'imple-

went weight;

Stacking wagon, 5.0-ton stack 6.0' 1.1-2.5 hp per ton per hour

,

Add 2.5-ton ad, to imRi

meet weight,' :'',

Chqp grass-legume forage, wet

6-foot cutter bar, 1.4-2.0 1.0-4.0 hp per ton per hour Finer, cut, 'higher yields,

d er forage, more grasses-

all increase power.

Chop grass-legume forage, wilted

1-foOt cutter bar 3 1.4-2.0 1.0-8.0 hp per ton per hour

,

Finer cut, higher yields,

drier forage, more grams

all increase power.

Chop grass-legume forage,

windrowed hay, tail load .

,

J

3 1.2-1.7 2.0-5.0 hp per ton per hour Finer cut, higher yields,

drier forage, more grass--

all increase power. Add

weight of half-loaded .wagon

to implement weight.
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bible 10--Istiseied tractor horsepower to operate selected implements used in livestock-production,

typical travel speeds for mobile operations and weight of implement 1/LContinued

Typical Implement

*ration speed' veight,2/ Pto power for operation3/ Comment.

Miles/h Tons Horsepower,

Chop corn silage, 1 row,

trail load 1.1 -1.7 _1v0-2.5 hp per ton per hour Finer cut and higher yields
,

,

increase power. Add weight

of half-loaded wagon to
, .

implement weight.

hop corn silage, 2 row, 3 .1.2-1.8 1.0 -2.5 hp per ton per hour Finer cut and higher yields

trail load
increase power. Add weight

of half-loaded wagon to
! !

.

.

implement weight.

.

.

Chop stalkage,12.ft. cutter
.

cutter bar, self - propelled, ,
.

3 row ES -7.0 1.0-2,5.hp per ton per hour Finer cut and higher yields
.

,

increase power. Add weight
le ,

-of half-loaded wagon to
.

implement weight.

Chop *lege 12-ft. cutter

cutter bar, self-propelled, .

.
,

.

.3 row 'E5 -7.0 2;5-5.0 hp. per' ton per hour. Finer cut and hier yields

increase power. 'Add weight

of half-loaded wagon to .

:implement weight.

Chop

.

hay, 12-ft cutter

,self- propelled,
.

.

'

_
3 row 6.5 -7.0 2.0-5.0 hp per ton.per'hour Finer cut and higher yields

increase poWer. Add weigbf
,,

of half-loaded wagon to

i implement weight.

Chop earlage, 2 row,
,

trail load . 1.2-1.8' 1.0-2.5 hp per on Perloir -Finercut. and higher yieldS

increase power. ,Add weight

of half - loaded, wagon. tot,_ .

-. implement weight.,
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Table 10--Estimated tractor herlepower to operate selected implements used in livestock production 03-0

typical travel Speeds for mobile operations and weight of implement 1/- -Continued

Operation .

Typical

speed

Implement

weight 2/
0

Pto power for operation 3/ ,Coument

,

Grind dry shelled corn,

hammer Mill

.

Niles/h Tons

0

Horsepower

Horsepower increases with

fineness of grind. Reduce

to 4.5 hp with 1/4 inch

screen.

0 0 9.0 hp per ton per hour

Grind 25 percent moisture

shelled corn, honer mill

.

11-14 hp per ton per hour Horsepower increases with

fineness of grind.

Grind dry ear corn,

hammer millcfineness0 0 7.5-10 hp per ton per hour Horsepower increases with

of grind.

Grind baled bay, tub

grinder 0 0 10-20 hp per ton per hour , Horsepower increases with

fineness of grind.

Grinder-mixer, corn and

supplement, mobile,

caiacity

,

2 '1.5-2.0

.

11-17 hp per ton per hour. Horsepower increases with

fineness of grind. Add

.tons of capacity to imple -

ment weight.

Load corn silage, front-end

loader, bunker silo, 0.5 ton 2 0.5
.,,

0.2 hp per ton per hour '44

, ,

Feed grain with self-unloading

wagon 2 0.5-0.g 0.1 hp, per ton per hour 'Add weight of load to

implement weight.

lea silage.vith self-

unloadipg vagon 1.5-1.g 0.1, hp per ton per hour , Add weight of load to

implement weight.
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Table 10--Estimated tractor horsepower to operate selected implements used in livestock, production,

typical travel speeds for mobile operations and wej.ght of implement 1/--Continued

Operation . ,

Typical

speed

Implement

weight 2/ Pto pdwer for operation 3/ Comment\

,

Scrape paved feedlot,

Mil_ es/h Tons Horsepower

2 0,2-0.4 1.0-2.0 hp per foot of width

Load manure, front-end

loader 2 0.4-0.7 0.2 hp per ton per hour Add 0.5 to 1.0 tons to

implement weight for full

bucket loads.

Pump liquid manure from pit 0 0 1.0 hp per 100 gal/min

,

Pump liquid manure from

pit using.chopper pump

\

2.0 hp per 100 gal/min

Spread solid manure,

3-ton 6 0.8-1.2

P

2.0-5.0 hp Add weight of, load.to

implement weight.

Surface spread liquid

manure, 7506gallon tank 1.0 0 hp Add weight of load to

implement weight.

Surface spread liquid

manure, 1,500-gallon tank 6 1.5-2.0, 10 hp Add weight of load to.

implement weight.

Surface spread liquid

manure, 2,250-gallon tank

,

2.5

1

10 hp

.

Add weight of load to

implement weight.



Table, 10Estimated tractor horsepower to operse selected implements used ii,livestOck produCtion,

typical travel spdeds for mobile operations and weight of implement 1/7-0tintinued

...................
O /,' .; A ; ' 0 p,,.

Typical Implement \
Operation

4100 . weight 2/

17.14,,,t,,

'iloi '.

'Pto poWer for opeclgon 3/:.; ... CO ent

Mile Tons, Horsepower .'"I'''', , , ,.,'. i .t.

Soil inject liquid
bi, .

,

Manure, 2,250 gallon . 'i ."" i .

.

3.0 30 hp Add, Wilet, of 1,
tank , . . , ..;, 4

t ; 1 '
'iAilPirepien5!0/01t

1: tWO'idje4Pie IWOrki. .

o
rl',.'0, .,,,,

,.. r lncheeleep...
.--.......-----...-----,----..---

.. ij'.4 . N . A.. ' ' ,, 1 ;

,
''' 1 1,0sr!h;;W:.'.A:.

;

rrogate from runoff , ;;; i,,;,-, ,'; r '. ., .

holding,. pond ; 0 '10 hp per 100 ga ' - ,',',Addr,'0';)101).for each 100,

; 0 , e. ,. , '''''fieit! of' 41inch,,pipe.
- : '0'.,....

tr,-;'..;,,:!'irt,. ,..
;

Pull lo s e Varfable Variable Rolling power only ii"' ,,, `JSdet tshr. :4, and 12 ;fora

r , , ; ) 3 ,.....A.,0 .t.'i'' ., . .! ' 4 ,

), '', l'i '''.1!''111).) FiiiiMe.:IV : '';
.

Drive tractor only. Variable ,Varkahle; Rollinrpower 'on t ,10,A01 t ,, 1fox plvalues.

, ,, , .i. 1. . , 1 ;,

,
... 1

i,

' .4

4

,: d. ,d 1, S

l
1, 11 °k1i

. r, , .
D lOe''' :' :.

Fin. tower silo .

'" 41

1 .5-2.0'hp per. tfOn C" i , ; .17;eor high moisture0: 0
, , ls -,,,/ .. V I,
IP glide; most.for wilted

;,

, ic:,
. ,, ''-fetage.'

,, , '; '',/-,

4

1/2All implements are asiumed to. be in god' condit iefi: ; ,,-,, '," ''';'

P,'. .

, 2/ Meightof,the implement. , Applies onlylto m, ile operations. Tieesplek:,:,,,i,

include the weight; of, 'tither; tractor. or trailing .tiagon. 6' , '',4.. 1.;;..,;'i ; .1: .::rii%.

3/ pod; not Include thti horsepower needed to, move ei F, the ing.,ement ' ,"4 .!

or, the, pactor. See UK-0'4240.13 for estimates' of tie evalues1'



.'Tale 11--Atp*oxi0,4te horsepower.required to move loads on mile per hour Over

various surfaces 1/

:. 4: .

Load'
(ton101

Kind of surface

Good Fair Poor

0.3

0.5

.8

.1

:3

1.6.

1.8

2.1
.

2.7

3:2

4,0
'es4

5,16

10

`12

15

20

0.8

1.6

2.4

3.2

4.0

4.8

5.6

6.4

8.0

9.6

12.0

16.0

1.3

2.7

4.0

5.3

6.7

8.0

9.4

10.7

13.3

1610.6.0

20.0

26.7

, .

lt-GoeffiPientS of rolling resistance are -0.05, 0.15,and 0.25 for the thee,
:progressively rougher sUrfaces.stimites assume that:surfaces are relitivelT.

toad'inclUde-kyeight of 1401e-tent and .anything on it For.higherospeeds;
mill tiply the.table v4kUes by the miles per hour desired. kugood" surface:As

smooth ground, a'hard farm 'road, or the equiValent ... r" surface is a
elOPPY:pavedfeedlot,. cultivated land,'rough-buChar#' finnd, or the equiValent:.
A,!°poor" surface is.plowed.ground, muddygroundi. org 0.444vaient:y.-w .



vr
.10Table 12--Approximalg_harsepower-required to-move-traCtors one mile Ter hour

over different kinds of surfaces 1/

Tractor
(horsepower)

35

50

75

100

125

150

Good

0.7

0.9

Kind of ,surfaCe

oor

1.3

1.6

1.9

1/ Coefficients of rolling steiiC0.1.re! I 5, 0.15
progressively rougher eui=faces.. 4sXi tea assume !thistlevel and the tractor has averages 141:ghtspeeds; taultiply 'table valnekbyn, ihe,:s-eli144 peris hEtid, smooth ground, a hard .farm :tis a sloppy pave4 feedlot, dY1failall 179,equivalent A "poor!' surfa& clitect. groutle
Shipping weight of stall 'tra. tor,al,t9 about '100
Tower ; -75 pounds per 'power taAbliof hcirsep,Owet.'e.greaer wig wheel .weights and 'fuel 4nds °

;; Wf

*, A

r the. three
rectatiVely.

Oap ;To F:. ghgr
'A "good surface
A'"fairw-,,etirface

ound,'. or the
n , Or the eqtava1ent .

r iot4er takeoff'. rse.
Ct at's
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ESTIOATING ENERGY USE

EXAMPLE OF SAVING'S BY USE:OF TRACTOR

FariN CATTLE FEEDING:-

-4-

tial acreage'

'Aer calve
h ,concen-

4k farm PXO51**604
... .4,,:....7,57..,u

of. 'Crops artdiffi-..-..ctu

each year A*:,41 !1,-:
trate xatiort:,Wi*:SOme4ety :.,

tractors'' ifiCiikeal.2546ra
diesel,;!two 75- horsepower 'diei la-Y n i. e

50hovePower dietel,-and.one,t, 5.0

;horsepower gasoline tractor, -The':'

nuMbevand sizes of- these tractors are

determined by the peak seasonai:wOrk
load on a particular farm.

a
.
The producer may never.have thought

:much aboucliple tractor fueIused in
-liyestockillbrk. Until reCently fuel

was rather inexpensive, and.the major

part: of it went into evp.,production
anywayi It was simple to, use the.

field-Crop tractors fdreverything,
Often a separate tractor was hooked to

each implement to avoid the trouble of

h&kups.

ow, fuel not:only. costs =tell more, but

may be'in shore.supplr9eriodically.

let's look at ways.,

.cut the amount of :ire

feeding, operation's.

First, the producer .ShOnld estimate.
:..his current use of traCtor.fuel in
livestock.Workw, He can try then to
reduce fuel use by rematching tractors
and,implements.' Finally, he. should
looI for Ways to cut fuel,'use even.

furtheOyAmoypringthe way operations
A done'; al i efimieting some tasks".

duce can

uel EsedAn

-cColthow,l. &list intlu "g

og ration:- -The farmer-0
hay:harvest so he start
-then lists crimping, r
through use of atracter for
laneous work' and travel.

major

Jocldde,
owing,.

and ;so on

.miscel-

-&- :

'Column, ..2:: :The hoteepoweT of the tractor
that-Wused for each operation listed
in COAt100.

Column 3. The fuel (diesel, gasoline,,
LP) tised,by the tractors listed in
column 2.

Column 4. The usual speed the engine
is run for each- of the operations. He

records "standard" speed for Most of

the pto operations: This is close to
full engine speed for most tractors.
Shat are'estimated at half or full

ngine speeds, but other speeds, such
as ihree-quarters, can.be recorded if

appropriate.

,Column 5. The condition of the,.travel
surface foe,,those operationsAM4f are
not stationary. He uses 7i6oa", for

roads, hard grounC.or the equivalent.;
"fair" for cultivated sloppy

feedlot, .rough pastures or the

valent; "Poor" foFllowed ground,
manure an af:eedlot, muddy

grotinifif or the equivalent.

0

;",:Tailel.3*is the worksheet for estimet7

ang how much fuel currently is being

the.cattle feeder.Here is
how it Should be completed column by

.

*Table 13, page'%;

*Table 10, page 60.

68

Column' *rival speed in miles ,per
hour for Md641e,opetAtions.; He checks
thOypicalspeed4WAren:Art table 10*
to make sure4that the traispeeds, he
records seem reasona'b'le'.

.
AAto.

, . .

Column.P.- Weight of the implement and'
its load to the nearest ton ttbove actual

weight. .116-knows what most ef his
implements weigh, plus, the loads they

carry, but he needs to check items which

he does in table

Column 8 ThehOrsePOwer needed to
operate the implement. He uses data
'Irom table.16,4nified by his own
expeOenCe to estimate:power requite-
Mentit: Some.seeth exceptionally low, and



he must .cor tinually remind himself that
--more poweri-ill-b-e-addeeto move'the

implement And thetractor. Besides,
Use of large field tractors has gotten
hib acc Omed:to greatly.roverpowering:
many jo sin his cattle feeding'
opetqi n.

coluOu 9. Thehorsepower needed to
..

.....

move the implement for mobile operations.
He uses data in table 11, along with
:the weight, travel speed, and con-

, dition of 'travel surface, that' he has
recorded incolumns 54'6, and 7 of
this tahle. Table 11 is on page 66.

*''ColUmn lg. The horsepower.needed to: °,

move the tractOr.for mobile operations..
He uses table 12 for. his infor-
mation, again noting the speed;and

V travel surfaCe that he recorded in col-
, 4

umns..5 And 6 Of this table on' page 67.A

Column 11, Total horsepower needed
for operation. Ale.adda the values in
coluMns 8, 9, and la...

,

,

COlumn 12. Estimated tractor flours per
year for each operation. Estimating
average hours per day, plus days worked
for each Operation, resultSin a fairly-
aceurate,figure for each operation.

.

Knowing:the beginningend end-oforeSi
hourmeyr readings.on.:.each eraCebr,.
fielPS; %eapecially,With assigning a

.

value to 'miscellaneous travel.
..f.

. ...
:.. .

Columns 1 , TueLust er,-.,hbur:: For. ,,-.-

,,74.146340. tractors he go. In figure 5,
rp..lcs. ;ut:the fuel:; sti tor:line for
OrAhe'olze tractor' that he-uaes,.notes;
..thejitirse00Weri,ip*t'the eration.

._:,takes, and reads gallons. f fuel-.",.
used :per on

,,

.the.left of the page.
He does.the SabeffOrieaCh aucCessive.
:operation,4oietimes Using.the full
apeedestisiator line; sometimes the
Jialf speed:lind aaindicated 'by his . .

engine geed-recordings in column 4, of
this table.;:He7donaider's "standard"
the saMeaajulf :speed for estimating
fuel use..perjlour:: ,The-same procedure
is :followed with. figure. 6. whenever the

gasoline_tractor_ia-used.
tractor sizes been'other than those .

presented in figures 5 and 6, he would
first have had to draw in fuelestimator
lines to represent them as described
earlier.

, .

COlutns 14 and 15, Total fuel use per
year for each:operation. He multiplies
fUel use per hour (column 13) by
Operating hours per year (colubn 12)

.

and puts the, answers 'in column .14 if
diesel was used; column 15 if the fuel
was gasdline.

This detailed examination-of-this cattle
feeding enterprise shows that it con-
mimes 1,667 gallons of diesel and 472
gallons of gasoline in a year. This
farmer thinks he already sees se ,r
good possibilities for saving fig
but first he wants to see wtkatda4,144 G

accomplished simply by rematching 4,, '-
tractors toimplements. The need
doing several things simultaneous
not allow him to use the most ec
.tractor in every instance;'but
'bake adjustments for that- in a
step. He estimates and records
`fuel that coul eyed simply y
changing taett e Let's
follow tingogh°Ji e0 tractors
and implemeOt page 76.

Savin: Fnel-
-Tractors

/

and Implements
. I

Column 1. A list of the operations is
the same as in column 1 fc,-..eable 13.

Column .2. The horsep* chto-
both operate and move t ylement,
Adding the ialues in columl#0 and :9,

itablii 13 gives this anSwer.::.

COlUmn 3. Traveliteed is thesaMe as
Column 6, table 13.

Column.4..:.Engine speed reqiiied. To.

answerthia-correctbkthe farmir must
kn9w the:oFating specifications of
his equipment. For items of which he

4



150

Arrows indicate half
speed control fuel
estimator lines

. . . .

Figure S : USE OkFUEL -HOUR BY DIESEL TRACTORS. AT FULL AND HALF EN, P EDS AND

' VARYING'POWER DEMANDS
)



Figure 11100E OF.FUELPER HOUR BY GASOLINE TRACTORS AT FULL.AND'HALP ENGINE SPEED AND: VARYING POWER EMANDS
' "



*I

is uncertain, he checks manufacturer's recorded in table 13, and speed recorded

specifications or calls'his dealer. in table 14.

He finds:-that-moat-pto-operated-machinea_
require "standard" engine speed for.

effective operation and so marks ,those

operations. When standard.speed snot
a requirement, he marks "yariable"'to
remind him that he has a choice of

engine speed. Sometimes a larger

tractor operating at reduced engine

speed. 11 do ajob and with leasfuel

than of smaller...tractor:at full engine

.fqspeed.
4

. .

Colomn.5, Best fuel to use -- gasoline

or dieset, . He marks "441bSel" for all

Operations because figures 5 and 6

show that less diesel), than gasoline is

used per hour. at %11 paired horsepower

levels. Some use may have to be made .

.4 the gasoline tractor, however, just

t'16'keep. several operations going at

one time.

Column:6. Best sizeoftracterJor
each:operation. B: decidingthiW

:.!be,fias to check the er. needed to

moirEthe tractor,(fro table 12),.4yut,

just a, glance'4t thejigures be had in

coluMn'10 Of:tatieb is alI.that-is
neede4to 'tele' that his smallest.

-t tractors, the 50-horsepower units, are

more than adequate for alt. jobsdxcept:

'grinding corn andYspteading manure,:
Only the 125 -horsepower ._
handle these 01 oWaSthey are now

Column 9. Total horsepower for-the

operation. He adds the values in

columns 2 nd 8 of this table.

Coluin 10. Total, tractor hours per

year for each operation. He copies

this from the estimaxes he entered in,

-coTumn 12, table.13. A

Column 11. The fuel use per hour. All

are diesel tractors so he goes to figure

5 and reads the gallons of fuel,nsed

per hour opposite the half or fUll speed

estimator.lines as appropriatefOr'the
horsepower shown for each operation in

column 9 of this table.' -He correctly

'uses the full speed estimator lines for

operations requiring standard engine

speed.

Column 12. Total fuel use. He multi-

plies the values in column 10 by those

in 11.

Ic
Total fuel use .under the revised comp-
:bination of tractors and implement-4s

7442"gallons of diesel and no gasoline.

This would mean a saving of 25 gallons

of diesel and. 472 gallons of gasoline.

Savings were accomplished by substituting

'
diesels for the gasoline tractor,
dropping to the 50-horsepower diesel

whenever it, was adequate too the job,

done. .

and reducing engine speed for some of.,.

the operations.

Column 7.' Best engine speed. .(1.50-

horsepower traotorlirovides enough Can he manage the work with tfii:Ccom-

power with the 'engine -at half speed . 4
'bination ofi tractors and equIpipt. and

for those operations allowing a variable thus save nearly 500 gallons.offuel?,..

engine'speed. He discovers thii by '' .Can he do anything to t fuel use even

checking. the half Speed estimator line*tmore? He has some Pro lems, but he also
.

.

for, the 56-horsepower tractor ifi .
has several good fuel saving moves that

.figure,5. He finds that-roper machine he can make.. He approaches the task

operation' required standardoengine of finding more'ways to sage fuel by

speed for 04 of the otber operations. asking himself some of the'old standby

questions effective in work simplifica-

Column 8. Horsepower. to, move tractoA riot) Are there-operations that I:can.

for.mobile operations. He figured, eliminate? Combine? Do easier at

this by 'tfiesame methodAsed in table another time? Simplify? He marks the

13, turning to table 12 for the 'horse- results of this questioning right on

powmr data, noting the travel- shrface
e)

. .

.72



table 14 which he just, completed. We
have shown them, separately in table 15

-clarify-the-piot-edifie. Let's follow
`along.

Saving-Fuel Through Work Simplification

-Flist, he puts the mower and crimper
both. on the same tractor. By.making
one pass over the field to do two o-jobilk
he Immediately cuts out 40 hours of
tractor time.. The 50-horsepower diesel
,has plenty of power to do both jobs at
onoe. The 23 'horsepower. to mow.and-'
crimp',p1d5horsepower to m9ve the
tractor, makes 28 horsepoweritotal..

IJAnes..through the old figures and
itt e new ones in. Fuel use for - ',,

ritlind.crimping.is now 96 .gallons,.;
nstead of the 152 gallons

the-operations:were separated`.
;,. are Many chances An.farming tocombine

jObi, and cut both hours and the paWer
to pull. the tractor over the., field
anothertime,.

IL,a...

Fuel uSe.pdtimatkhdown tha*
.:.:rakingls best,done'Wterthe 50-horse-

.; porlir4iesel, but he often needs the

ei
moWe6rtmperand'rake Tor use at th

Asame,,time, He has.only'one 50-hors
777foiddidiegiel, Since raki4 taket the

least hours totaX - -it is the
A.edlat;.cOstlY-plsce to use. the .50-horse

1:1 r,gliabline tractor, .Horsepoer-
._ .

*e:. s area the doe,,;bUt fuel useler.
1191-1r: increases froml..1 galloneAfe
diesel to 1..8 gallons-Of gadolt*lier7:,,'
.hoUr.:,-He:puts the 50-hordepowergaen
91.ine tractor .On the rake and
Trom41..gallons of diesil6t004*1--
lons:of gasoline.

Ee can.pUtthe, baler on-one'.of the
*horsepoder..diesels or drop, the mower
and crimper, and use the,50-horsepowex-
diesel traotOr"to..Operate the baler.It tak*An.extra 0:6 gallon of.dtesel
perr hOUr.,to run the 75.horsepoWer
', :diesel with the baler. He has. to'cle'.

whether saving-12:gallOns of diesel.
fuel is worth the time an -effort needed.

to change the implements,on the tractor.
This mayAirove_to--be-impractical-i-but7-
he chootes for the present to make.the
implement changes, use the 50-hOrsepower
diesel on the baler and save the fuel.

He usually has to bale and haul hay the
'dame day. The weather rtskkit too-

great to wait until baling is done be-
fore:hauling. He considers it im-

., practical to try to0e the 50-horsepower
diesel for hauling. He first thought
that.the,50-horsepower gasoline tractor
Would be the. best substitute, but found
the 75-hOrsepower d esel to be the
better choice. Ap half engine speed
the 5b- horsepower gasoline tractor
takes_2.3 gallont per hour for the
neede4`19.hortepower4gthe 75-horsepower
d esel ,9 gallons pei.hOur for. the'

ieitSTIY.$0'hePowt.t.. He replaces the
50- horsepower 'die*" with one of his
75-horieSower dietelsior hauling., This
costs-him only egalfOns bf diesel fuel
more than the 50-horsepower diedel would
have ttken,,and avoided a three-way
change of. implements 9n the:one
horsepower diedelItractor.

He.could put a smaller tractor using
less fuel per hour on the hammer mill
useoLtGgrPid7cOrn, but ttlf4bulctonly
take more, tithe to do pe,job,. Total
fuel dae..wOul&nol'ohange appieciably,'
A:cparsergrind-wOuld. Out:pOwer-needed,bybut he:alrea uses coarse
grind. lc: .j*t'tlietedilqueation to ,

.be.whatt*&inding',OT shelled corn:
contribuied4to%the feeding. of thee..

cattlef,:.eapeciallysincegt took 320
gallOnasof diesel fuel'. has long
:beenan accepted necessftperhaps

..supported at one time_hY.someresedrch
6may ,well. be subject to.eldnge as s -.

result' of new researchqIndinga. That
, , -was the Cage-wit :gTinding.. 'He-learned_

filit research nitetithOwd4hat4oattre
... perform equally well o 4ry,:dhelled
...corn:whether it be fe Ole or ground.
0d t ifs ciuti;grindpivq0" :and eliminated
.:the seo120 gallons o iesel,fuel.
- `',,,. . do: ' ,ttrar;,

-,-,'*47i1#11

%The:daily.chore
..

-

of diiiiibuting feed to=
..the'oafElltOok ,

t g-

195 galions,of dieiel

AY 14.C. 1
3:74

. -



fuel. He knew this As a necessary
job, but asked himself whether it could

-be-improvedHe_had_ his feed bunks
inside the lot. Opening gates,, com-

peting with cattle, moving bunks and

losing time at the turns took half the

time in feeding, according to a research

report that he read; By installing
fence line bunks he could expect to
cut tractor time per year from 150 to .

75 hours. 'Then, with a rock road

along the bunks, he could improve the

travel, surface from "fair" to "good"

thus rehbing the power needed to move
the load and tractor from 14 horsepower

to 6 horsepower. The change of real
significance was the saving of 75 hours,
but everything added up to cutting
diesel fuel fclr feeding from 195 to 68

gallons a' year.

He found no' way,to improve the manure
loading job, bUthe saw, the 480,gal-

lohs of diesel fuelTmeed for spreading

manure as a formidable amount--almost

' a'third of the total'.after he rematched
the tractors and equipiint. tOuld..

anything be'done to reduce fuel use?

Perhaps. OperatiOn7of.the Spreader
Only 4' horsepower, butc'T&Oving
trtgtor aii&loaded spreader oyer-

sOftgrOUnd-'took 115 horsepower and
accounted for moq.o.f. the fuel

ile$decidedto. try toTimprove.thetravel
surface frow`"pooeto, rfale, by leaving

the spreading .area unplowed,
the.ground4Oried 'to a firtk'Sur*

faca;'Terhaps even making Someshifts
Ah'ihtheoleaning and spreadingtime

,A,...fait":surface would reduce

auilng power needed;by 40 percent and,,,*

through_planningr this
Then hejiduld use one of the 75-hdtse- **.

-power dieaels needing Only 62-horse=

power total-- 4'horsepower to..r.Un the

spreader, 34 horsePower to haul the 7

tons and 24 1.1Orsepowerto move. the

tracforP. Fuel use'' ier hour dropped:.

from.8.0_to 4.4 ginahaiiptal rVgrire-
ment was now 264 gkions 1.astead

480 gallons._,

/
Hehad first reduCed fuel for miscel-
laneous work.and travel fromH380 gallons

of gasoline to 240 gallons of diesel
simply.by using the 50-horsepower diesel:
instead of the-50-horsepower gasoline

tractor. Now he wondered aboutthat
200 hours on the hourmeter. Everyone
gets into some wasteful habite in their
chores and general farm work. Examine

the routine and planlahead for lease'',
waste of tractor 'time. Eliminate un-
necessary:jobs, don't back track, and
r

bine several jobs into one trip.'
He belieyestbat,with some thought and. .-
systemati6Pianninghe-±;.dht miSce174.
laneaus tractot-Ttime_40 ,;,0 I00 hours

and 120 gallOn4of.4iesel fuel.

He also thought'about.raing a few shee0'-
o eliminate the weed clipping chore.-, -I
owever, he decided to leave the weed:

clipping job. alone. -

Total fuel UseKper year is finally
..reduced to' sop gallonsof diesel fuel
and:18 gallons of-gasoline (table 15).,
That is less than half the diesel fuel
used inthe.preaent operation and al-
most eliminates use of'gasoline.
operatikti§4re.being 'effeci1.4.ely carried.
out, the cattle perform as_well as
before, and no change has.been made
the complement oftractors and implements,

although when it is the next time to
trade tractors strong consideration
should-be given to replacing the gaso
line tractor with a 'diesel unit.

:iOng witil these fuel savingErvi
Some significant reductions in,a
tractOr'and implement costs, such
repair's, dil,-end grease.; aid especially

the labor input. Also; the! feed Mill,

is no,longer needed.



Table 13--Livestock production: Visbies used to animate tractor fuel use in

finishing 350 steer calves in drylot, crop-livestock farm

,1

(1) (2)

Tractor

used

Operation (Imeepower)

Mow

Crimp

Rake hay

Bale hay

Haul hay

Grind corn

Feed cattle

Load manure

Spread manur

Clip weeds.

Hisc:2travel

50

' 125

75

75 D

50

125

- 75

75

125
1

50

50

(3) '(4) (5) (6)

Engine Travel

Fuel speed Travel 'peed

used used surface (milee/h)

(7) -

Implement

weight loaded

(tons)

(8)

-nrsep-awer

Operate
implement

(9)

WM-CO--
Move

implement

(10) (11) (12)

Xfo horsepower Operating

Move used-- hire per
tractor all operations year

(13) (14) (15)

Fuel use (gollone)

Per - Per year

hour 'Diesel I Gasoline

G Standard good 5 ; . 11 X40 2.3 --- 92

D Standard good 14 3. 10 27 40 . 4.0 160

D Half . good 5 1 3 2
\ 7

12 10 1.5 15

Standard . good 4. 2 15 2 6 23 '20 2.7 54

.1.4

D Full good 8 5. 0 11- 8 1Q 20' 2 0 40

D Standard good 0 0 81i 0 81. -.50 6.4 320

0 Full; fair 2. 4 1. 7 8 16 150 . 2.4 360 -_,

411

.
.

D Full fair 2 2 4 18 60 - 2.5' 150

,..

4

D Standard poor 7 4:- : 57 58 .1.18 ....6p . 8.0 480
.... ,.. : , ,

D Standard dier 5 4 14 24. -AO,' - 2.2

G Half good 10 3v- 9 12 200 . 1.9 380


